Public Safety Comments
What type of crime are you most fearful of in Gillette?
Theft (76)
Drugs/Drug related crimes (49)
Vandalism (18)
DUI’s/ Alcohol related crimes (15)
Traffic Violations/Accidents (11)
Violent Crime/Assault (8)
None (4)
Sexual Assault (3)
Child Endangerment/Kidnapping (3)
Gangs (2)
Break In
Drugs (5)
Shooting.
Getting stereo typed
Criminals looking for empty or open houses to burglarize.
Theft (2)
House Break ins (2)
Drug, women crimes
The meth situation is pretty alarming
Wouldn’t want to have my home burglarized especially with me in it; I do find some of Gillette’s
citizens, more than usual, scary and capable of any criminal act.
Loss of life
The City Police
Theft and car accidents. I feel the police department is in need of a additional officers as there seem to be
very few.
Vagerants brought in by interstate, trains etc make me fearful but I feel the law inforcement does a very
good job of monitoring
Any crimes against youth
Driving. People habitually run red lights on South Douglas. Using turn signal is rare. Speeding is
standard. Then, to make things REALLY interesting , there are the people who jam through 3 lanes of traffic at
last second to make their turn.
Property destruction, breaking and entering
The police over reaching their boundaries!
Being in large parking lots at night alone. I’m VERY cautious about who might be around. Generally I avoid
going out alone at night, especially to parks or large shopping areas.

Public Safety Comments Cont.
Drug related crimes. It seems to me that there are far too many drugs allowed into our community. They are
far too accessible to our kids, from far too young an age, allowing them to do things that they might not otherwise do. I work with middle school age students and I am amazed how easily they can find them. Sometimes I hear them talking to each other and they say they go to the store parking lots that are close to the
schools, among other places. If the kids know this, why don’t the police know this, also?
I am most fearful of drug related crime. (theft, breking and entering)
Juvenile delinquent type crimes. Vandalism, stealing things from inside a vehicle or yard that type.
Gangs
theft from my vehicle
Pedestrian getting hit in cross walks uon Warlow
Everything relating to drugs
I am not fearful of crime in Gillette. I’m from Sacramento, CA :)
Older people struggling with meth
Drunk people harassing me.
Drugs and illegal immigrant trafficking
Meth related
Break in’s
Home invasion and theft, also destruction of homes and property.
Breaking into my home –seems to be more lately, especially new construction-stripping wires. Monitor businesses that buy copper, etc.
Drug dealers, creepy men
Getting hit by a reckless driver.
Burglary, Drunk Driving, Speeding in residential neighborhoods is unchecked.
Theft out of parked cars- we always lock
Automobile Break ins
The trucks with trailers, both commercial and personal, that get frustrated at the wait time at
Hannum road and Warlow Drive so they just pull out in front of people. It would be nice if a police cruiser
was stationed at Bicentinial parking lot next to Hannum road.
Vandalism, Drunk/Drugged Driving, Identity Theft, Burglary/Robbery
Juveniles stealing or vandalizing
Bullying
Being fleeced by the politicians. Every year they have flattened our wallets a little more, without gun or fist.
Theft
Identifying theft
Alcohol and drug related
I have lived in Gillette for most of my life and the few times I have felt unsafe or when something has happened, I have always called and either the Sheriff or now the police handle the situation.
Drug related violence, Domestic violence, Hit and run
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Public Safety Comments Cont.
Any further comments regarding the public safety of Gillette?
Traffic Safety (Running red lights, speeding, illegal lane changes, etc.) (46)
Gillette is a safe town (19)
Pedestrian Safety (3)
Reduce Drug and Alcohol Related Crimes (5)
Cut down on patrolling for DUI’s and Speeders (3)
Enforce codes and regulations (4)
There needs to be more consequences for juveniles and other offenders (2)
Need more traffic enforcement.
Keep street lights working.
Feels unsafe going to Walmart @ night
Need more enforcement of laws where drivers are driving and using cellphone to talk and/ or text.
Most of the time I feel very safe in Gillette, But I try not to put myself in harmful or compromising situations.
Just the speeding of cars on 12 st, so many kids cars go so FAST
I have no reason to believe it is not adequate.
I am concerned how the hispanics are starting to run in gangs of several people. This traditionally ends in
some kind of confrontation.
I witness daily vehicles running red lights. Our police dept. needs to crack down on traffic violations
I chose neutral as, thankfully, my family has never personally needed and emergency services, so do not have
personal knowledge of these
Police need to enforce speed limits!
No
Drugs @ Camplex park
not enough traffic control= redlight speeding cutting people off in traffic
Attitude of drivers- No turn signals, running red lights speeding, use of turning lanes,
There appears to be no consequences to speak of in regard to juveniles bad behavior and destruction of others property, there’s an awful lot of that in this community.
Why are criminals convicted of crimes let off with just fines or unsupervised probation. The police do their
job and arrest and judges just let the, go. Even stalkers
School zones need to be checked more often when kids are getting out of school also parking rules around
schools there are people blocking crosswalks and parking in yellow curbs.
There are a lot of crappy drivers and you can’t fix stupid, but I don’t see many traffic stops. I don’t think
speeding is too bad but it’s turning with not blinker, running stop lights and sign.
More patrols through neighborhoods, too many speeders on residential streets.
Cops are lazy. Good thing we hold them in such high regard and got every city employee a raise. They all deserve raises, just stupid that because the police complain they are underpaid it moves forward. Any other department would have been shot down like a duck hunt.
Generally I feel quite safe and with common sense precautions, I do whatever I want, whenever I want.
I think Gillette is a pretty safe community.
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Public Safety Comments Cont.
It seems that identity theft might be something we need to worry about.
I never see any police patrolling in my neighborhood ( Fox Park). I would like to see a police car once in a
while. Traffic enforcement seems to very poor. I have seen as many as three red light violations in one five
mile drive to work in the morning. I have never seen a traffic stop this time of day in the last six years.
People need to lock up there stuff!
Running red lights is rampant in gillette, so is texting while driving. I’ve watched both the city and county law
enforcement look the other way on both offences but pull someone over for a burnt out bulb on the licence
plate????
Overall, I believe Gillette is a safe place to live.
We need much more enforcement at our major intersections such as Boxelder and 59. Running red lights is
so common it has become a joke.
My biggest concern is traffic-related incidents, particularly those who show blatant disregard for traffic signals and run red lights at busy intersections—such as Boxelder and Douglas in particular. I have witnessed
more close calls in my one year living here, at that one intersection, than anywhere else combined over the
past few years. The city could make a TON of revenue if they installed red light cameras even at just that one
sight! Plus it would likely deter the red-light-runners. Please consider doing something about this. Thanks.
I hate cops here. Sorry, but I do. I have been pulled twice – once coming out of a business parking lot for not
coming to a complete stop. (I did a rolling stop.) Pluh-lease. Time of reduce the police force and save money.
Fairly safe city
Doing a great job, but seem to be understaffed.
I wish the VOA was in a different community.
Look at more ways to crack down harder on drug users and dealer, which would help reduce the amounts of
theft in Gillette.
Keep of the good work.
Better enforcement of cars running stop lights on Highway 59. Maybe cameras taking license numbers- mail
them a ticket.
Many vehicles speed on the new Burma extension, and although there is a stop sign/light at the intersection
of Oakcrest and Lakeway it’s only a matter of time that there is a wreck at that area.
Actually as a mother with children attending Campbell county schools, the speeding problem around the
schools when in session is outrageous. I feel maybe we could put out a few extra patrols when school starts
and finishes to remind some of those drivers they are in a school zone.
I have lived here under a year and am surprised by how much running of stop signs and red lights there is!
Motorcycles speeding on main thoroughfares is a problem.
In the winter time when it snows the city ought to remove more snow from neighborhoods. Not everyone
owns a 4x4.
There is no police presence in neighborhoods to discourage speeding through them or drunk driving. There
will be a child killed if something isn’t done to slow down drivers in residential neighborhoods.
It is hard to patrol high traffic volume..
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Public Safety Comments Cont.
Gillette is a safe place to live. We have a few who drive too fast, and another group who insist on driving
impared by alcohol or drugs. The Courts are too soft on the DUI. The first time should a fine $250-500 and
breathalyzer on the ignition. The second time should be a fine of 500-1000, loss of license for 6 months and
breathalyzer on ignition for 5 years. The third should be 2-5 years in jail, loss of license for 5 years, and
breathalyzer on ignition for the remainder of their life.
Police should be more concerned with public ‘safety’ instead of just nailing drunk drivers and underage
drinking
Overall good
What we need is a lot more cops to enforce the driving rules and regulations. Speeding, turning into the
wrong lane, running stop signs and red lights, etc. This would also enrich the Gillette coffers.
I worry about people being sloppy with their dogs, letting them run loose. I have routinely encountered
dangerous dogs on the loose while on runs.
You are all doing the best job you can. There are many factors that dictate response time, but I truly believe
that the incredible people who make up our police, fire and ambulance services do the best they can take
care and watch out for us.
Need to find a way to slow down on the roads and obey the traffic laws.
Traffic enforcement needs improvement
I keep seeing the police cars and some look so run down! If looks indicate anything it makes me wonder if
their AC is working. Oh and my neighbor is a cop and almost every morning/evening has to jump his car to go
to work. That’s crap, get them better vehicles!! Why can’t we get those poor officers some new cars?!!!
I feel that the city police and county sheriffs are so focused on catching people for speeding and DUI’s that
they do not do as well as they could with other areas. For example I feel that there is too much bias during
domestic disputes. It seems that in nearly every single case I hear about the male is always given at least a
ticket while the female is given no blame.
Going to Walmart at night is scary.
Cops are arrogant
OVERALL VANDALISM. I DON'T FEEL WE NEED MORE POLICE, JUST MAYBE REDIRECT THEIR PRESENCE. SETTING BACK TRYING TO CATCH DUIs AND SPEEDERS AT NIGHT SHOULDN'T BE THE PRIORITY. THANX TAKE
CARE :)
law enforcement of speeding limits in suburbs lights on corner of lakeway and dogwood and a light on boxelder between walmart and 4J
Enforce stopping for red lights. Non-compliance is and has been out of control. It seems now to be acceptable.
HAVE THE CITY POLICE PATROL NEIGHBORHOODS MORE. I BELIEVE THAT WOULD HELP WITH THE ISSUE OF
THINGS BEING STOLEN AND HELP WITH OVERALL VANDALISM. I DON’T FEEL WE NEED MORE POLICE, JUST
MAYBE REDIRECT THEIR PRESENCE. SETTING BACK TRYING TO CATCH DUIs AND SPEEDERS AT NIGHT
SHOULDN’T BE THE PRIORITY. THANX TAKE CARE J
TRAFFIC SAFTY. Running Red Lights, School Zones, Speeding in Hastings AREA
Reduce the number of policemen and not allow them to take their vehichles home. Reduce their sallaries.
Our police budget compared to Casper which has far more people is similar. It should be a lot less.
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Public Safety Comments Cont.
Traffic control in residential. To many people Speed Through residential areas, like mine on Knollwood dr.
Better enforcement of running stop signs and red lights. PLus better reporting of lawn heights and neighbors
who don't mow.
Enforce traffic control (Going through red lights, using blinkers; including law enforcement) Snow removal
excellent!
Have 7th Street from Twin Spruce to Ross patrol for speeders. It is terrible.
WE NEED MORE POLICE/TRAFFIC ENFORCEMENT ON LAKEWAY GOING UP/DOWN THE HILL BETWEEN SAGE
VALLEY JR. HIGH AND LION WINLAND PARK. THE MOTORCYCLES AND VEHICLES THAT SPEED UP/DOWN
(ESPECIALLY UP) LAKEWAY ON THIS STRETCH IS AMAZING. THE POLICE DO OCCASIONALLY ENFORCE DURING
SCHOOL HOURS BUT NEVER SEE THEM OTHERWISE. I LIVE BEHIND THE PARK (14 YEARS) AND THERE ARE
MANY PEOPLE AND KIDS AROUND.
Police Employee Clock out 1:00 AM To 2:00 AM Police Patrol Streets looking For Something Besides Out
Dated or no Licon Once or Twice a year used small Trl.
Stronger enforcement of citys noise/fireworks in town regulations. They seem to be slack in enforcement
lately. More public awareness of firework ban is needed
It would be nice if our animal controll was not Part time and shared with the Police Department
I would like to see a little more consistent police patrol in School zones during the school year... I work in a
school zone and I seriously see at least two violations on a daily baises.
Be more aggressive in the enforcement of the compliance rules. Inoprerative vehicles- over - grown yards
and fence lines- trailers (horse-work and flatbed) on the streets- twentyfore hour law.
Stop light. Monitor Hwy 59. People have no respect for yellow-Red Light I have had a green light and had a
school bus blow the red light. We need to keep our road safe
Better enforcement of nuisance and compliance regulations in residential areas.
Better traffic control in residential areas that have no stop signs at intersections. Two many people drive way
too fast and crazy on these roads.
Need to give tickets for rolling stops and running stop signs and other traffic violations including the patrol
officers.
There are a lot of red light runners and people making turns into the outside lane instead of the inside lane
first. Have more officers patrol these areas.
Police NEED to patrol crossing path on BICENTIAL- people do not stop. Police need to patrol Lakeview
Elemertary School's alley - people speed and do not stop.
The route between Sage Valley and South HS between 7 and 8 am is DANGEROUS- no stopping signsspeeding
Police Department Officers have a really poor attitude. they don't seem to remember they are here (hired) to
"PROTECT AND SERVE". I have never been in trouble w/ the law and the one time I did ask an officer for
assistance he refused to take a report!
Police patrol for 4-way stop violations.
There needs to be police presence in front of Paintbrush Elementary when parents drop off kids. Parents
park in no parking areas and allow their kids to run out in the street. Drivers can not see the kids or around
the parent vehicles. Someone is going to get run over!
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Public Safety Comments Cont.
The people working on the streets on lakeway and below the hill. Hillcrest etc. they were oblivios to the
people coming off the hills for more than month- We all had some very close calls of being hit. No signs to
control or flagging!??? Why don't the city have someone checking the workers or the situation?? we were on
our own!!
Police NEED to patrol crossing path on BICENTIAL- people do not stop. Police need to patrol Lakeview
Elementary School’s alley- people speed and do not stop.
Traffic violations- running red lights. not heeding traffic signs. etc.
Enforce the ban on fireworks within the city limits. Patrol Stanly, Church, and Elon Streets more often for
drug activity.
More traffic control for speeding and noise.
Have police patrol 12th ST more often as people drive like maniacs on it especially during school.
Better traffic control-Enforce Speed limits
Hire city police who are capable of actually solving crimes by other means than bumbling on them from
minor traffic stops or criminal "walk-ins" in their offices.
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Parks Comments:
What could be improved upon in the city parks?
Updates to parks (seating, equipment, lighting, waste and recycling bins, etc.) (34)
Improve Bathrooms (cleanliness, hours, amount) (22)
Nothing ( 12)
Would like a dog park (10)
More patrolling/safety in parks (9)
More doggie bags available/ enforce clean up (5)
Better/cleaner paths (5)
Water Conservation (3)
Updates in older neighborhoods, more picnic tables or park benches for parents to sit at while children play.
Add art and more flowers=color
Water conservation: sensors so sprinklers are not running when it is raining. Bug/mosquito control
better restrooms, connecting walkways throughout city
More for little kids
Put sand back in the playgrounds.
I believe more police patrol is needed at McManamen Park off of Warlow Dr. Had one bad experience. My 14
year old son took our dog for a walk there last summer, I was with them. There is a wood partition not far
from the parking area. A path follows behind it down into the trees, there is a small clearing down by waters
edge, in overgrown area. Someone had taken a picnic table down there. My son found a note on the table
someone was advertising for anyone wishing to engage in a lewd sexual act to meet them there and gave a
time after dark, used condoms and a sex magazine was lying there also. We have not gone back since this
happened. Spoiled our wish to use park. Really enjoyed it before this happened.
Field of Dreams!
Animal feeding
The restrooms, more trash cans, cleaning equipment
Slower traffic speeds
I’m sorry but I never use our parks. I do not know anything about them.
We need a greater variety of parks that encourage individuals to interact w/ nature and the outdors We also
need parks that can appeal to kids of a variety of ages to promote physical activity and safe choices
more lighting for pathways. The only lights are for the sports fields such as softball
Bathrooms were locked @ fishing lake in May during the day by the play area. Kids had to run to the others,
or went on grass or their pants.
The quality of water in Fishing Lake.
Don’t use them enough to have found anything I noticed to be improved
Keep dog poo bags available. Start fining litterers.
Spray for thistles (they are thick in some parks)
More lighting- Bicentennial
Weeds in grassy areas
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Parks Comments Cont.
more park for older kids to park and vist/play
EASIER TO FIND
Checking restroom facilities more often
More Tables-Restrooms-Walking paths around and Thru
More Lights, more playground equipment
I stay away from the parks.
More seating around play areas
Dog walkers are not always picking up behind their doors- plus leash law should be enforced more!
More Police Patrol. I would feel much safer knowing Police are keeping the parks on their Patrol.
The City/County could use more gardening plots
Dog park is needed in Gillette- but not way out in Sleepy Hollow where it wouldn’t be utilized as much as one
in town would be.
Keep toilets open in winter
I dislike having to walk across the bridge on hwy 59 at Dalbey. I hope someday there will be an alternative
crossing off the hwy.
I would like to see more dog friendly parks. I wish there were more post that had sacks for pet poop.
More attractive enhancement, artwork, flowers, fountains, interactive items, historic signs
The availability and quality of restrooms at some of the parks could be improved.
Neighborhood park in Moon Shadow and Moon Meadows. Giving access to Fishing Lake Park is a bit too far
for a walk with young children. OPEN THE BATHROOMS AT DALBEY. Was at that park in April two times and
both times the bathroom was locked. Had to leave early because of this. Ridiculous!
The equipment itself. More smaller kid friendly.
Sprinkler systems need to be monitored regularly—streets and sidewalks often get more water that some of
the grassy areas.
I see no need for major improvements. I just wish more people would clean up after themselves.
Add more art
Perhaps there should be plans going into a place to build at least one dog park in the area, also better upkeep
on restrooms.
More parks and restrooms, hopefully the field of dreams will have more restroom
Actual bathroom facilities at the Dalby Memorial little league fields and also around the the park itseld if you
are on the far side of the lake its hard to find a bathroom.
Decent restroom facilities at McMannemen Park. Install a labyrinth in one of the parks.
To much money spent and over watering
The Lasting Legacy park is plagued by vandalism, and fighting. More supervision, or closing the skate park
would allow nice people to enjoy it.
More lighting- people could use them longer and it would cut down on vandalism/unsavory folks in the parks
after hours.
Focus improvements and maintenance at existing facilities because we seem to have plenty.
Need more trees for shade in a lot of them.
A dog park could be nice to have as long as dogs are allowed to be at other parks as well.
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Parks Comments Cont.
Getting a dog park would be beneficial to us. Our dogs go everywhere with us as many other pet owners. It’s
sad that Gillette doesn’t have anything for dogs. All other towns (big and small) have a dog parks that we’ve
used. We find it kind of ridiculous that Gillette does not.
The biggest problem I see with the City of Gillette is that we do not have an off-leash dog park. I have never
lived in a community of this size that lacks such a feature! And in the past 40 years I have lived in a broad variety of cities and states. This was the one big thing that nearly stopped me from settling here for the next 30
-40 years, or however long I may have.
More trees at Bicentennial! I can’t find the path at McManamen Park and so I don’t go there. More lighting
around Bicentennial.
Exercise stations added to at least one park
Have a dog park—fenced in so dogs can be off leash and socialize with other dogs. Also this would help with
all the dog waste at regular parks! Ugh.
Areas for dogs only- ie no dogs in the disk golf area. The smell of the water at Dalby park
Even pocket parks need upgraded from time to time to maintain children’s interest. Even equipment from
one to another might be an option to consider.
More of them or bigger parks. When I want to use them they are crowded.
The park on J Cross Avenue has very poor playground equipment- needs improvement in an area that has a
LOT of children
Many of the fields need improvements, but there also needs to be more fields in Gillette…. I think that is
more than obvious.
Also, we need a place for dogs to run. Let the Dog Park people move forward, it wouldn’t hurt the city or tax
payers at all!!
Too many parks- reduce number and maintenance costs. Field of dreams is a huge waste and its future maintenance costs will break Gillette?
We need a fenced dog park.
Quit spending $ that the city doesn’t have
Availability of restrooms at all times.
Parking, light in parking lots. Do not lock bathroom at 8:00 pm
Less Parks, too many little parks. Two or three big parks would be great.
We need a dog park and more trails to run on that go through the parks or to the parks. Please clean up
burma road walkways. They are littered with beer bottles (many broken on sidewalks) and other liquor bottles throughout the length of the road. This is very frustrating when walking/running with my dog and there
is broken glass everywhere.
It would be cool if there was a summer program for visiting the parks, like the librar’ys reading program. It
would give people a chance to discover parks they were previously unaware of and get more people outdoors and interacting with their kids.
The parks are nice. My kids want some swings
A bit of deterioration on some pathways.
I do not think any of the park restrooms are safe… I would like to see individual stalls with closing and locking
doors… The current set up of restrooms is too vulnerable… to much of an open forum.
Weed maintenance- spreading into the yards adjacent to the park, cheat grass (noxious weed)
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Parks Comments Cont.
NEED TO BE MOWED MORE OFTEN
Bathrooms/ lighting
There is a lot of dog waste in the grass, the bathrooms are generally filthy if they’re even unlocked.
No more black recycled tires in the Children’s play areas, that gets too hot for use in the summer and defeats
the purpose of having a park. I even think we should revamp the existing parks to remove the material.
More trees. The outhouses are often poorly maintained and make the park feel like a work site or temporary.
Handicapped access, we need more play areas for disabled children. We also need the ability for wheelchairs
to move around the Parks more freely, some sidewalks or hard surface trails would help. It would be nice to
have some ‘fitness’ trails along the pathways which would give people ideas for exercises they could do to
warm for walking or running, and while they are running and walking.
More shaded areas
Updated Restrooms
More police patrolling them. I can’t tell you how many times I have seen people drinking alcohol, swearing
and allowing their pets to leave their poop!
Enforce dog mess pick-up
Better paving, cleaner paths (too many rocks, etc)
Better restrooms, more walking paths with more trees
We need new little league fields. Parking is bad too. Some kids gonna get run over.
I think our park are beautiful and amazing. You are already doing a great job…
The parks are taken care of very well. Sometimes the covers for irrigation boxes are off or missing.
Have nicer/smoother/wider pathways. It is hard to rollerblade on most of the pathways.
I have ran fishing lake park early in the morning (5:30- 6 am) and always see young men sleeping under picnic
benches and in their cars. I stopped running there because of that.
I don’t like when dogs are unleashed or when gross old men are sitting there staring at all the kids playing.
I feel the City parks in Gillette are excellent.
Bathrooms are disgusting
Any further comments regarding Gillette parks?
Do not build/scale back Field of Dreams (31)
Would like a dog park/ Cleaner (12)
Update/connect pathways ( 10)
Parks are great (10)
Keep up with maintenance (weeds, restrooms, clean lakes, and general cleanliness) (10)
No (9)
Supporting too many parks (8)
Continue with Field of Dreams (8)
Vote on Field of Dreams ( 3)
Suggest- A dog park would be wonderful!
It would be awesome to have a walkway/bike path that connected though our fine city. A safer place for our
children to ride bike and safer for walkers/ joggers too.
Clean RestRooms
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Parks Comments Cont.
Focus on regional park development
People with Dogs clean up mess
We have to many
McNannamen (by soccer and baseball fields?) park has a bridge that is extremely unsafe for anyone.
I would like to see our city continue to upgrade our city parks. I hope we correct the quality of Fishing Lake
water ASAP.
We already have more then necessary
No children, infrequently used.
It would be good to make ball teams pickup after themselves. I pick up lots of trash at the softball fields after
games
We miss a swinging “bench” that was removed from our park (Sutherland).
We are supporting way too many!
Fantastic!
Sometimes encounter unsupervised youth who behave inappropriately.
We have enough park keep them clean
Enforce leash laws in public parks, not very many citizens picking up after their dogs.
There should have been VOTE on field of dreams – on ballot.
A Dog park would be nice! Since people use the parks as a dog park anyway.
I would like to see some running/walking paths away from traffic.
Don’t get rid of the smaller neighborhood parks. They’re SO close to where people live.
I have major complaints. In fact, I think our parks are great. The equipment at the parks for the kids is excellent and in great shape.
Having been born here, and lived here most of my life, I see vast improvements in our parks, especially in the
beauty of them and the activities available. When I was a child, all we had was City Park and the fishing lake,
which was definitely not what it is today. I remember them planting all the trees which now are so big and
beautiful.
There are more than enough quality parks in Gillette, increasing the amount of money spent on improvements of existing parks and on new parks needs to stop.
Gillette has a lot more parks than many communities.
No Mostly great facilities, the only one I use regularly is Bicentennial, I would use McMannamen more if
there were restroom facilities and a better maintained pathway.
I do not want to spend more on the field of dreams
Spray for dandelions!
Seems that there is an adequate number of parks and other than certain times the parks are lightly used or
empty.
I’m a dog owner, and I get very discouraged when I see people not pick up after their dogs. It would be nice
to have containers with dog waste bags in the parks to encourage people to clean up after their pets
Having a designated park for dogs would eliminate dogs interrupting Park patrons that do not want to be
bothered by running dogs etc. Dogs can run and socialize as well as owners, and it is all expected so no disruption to others. Cost is so low for up keep as well.
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Parks Comments Cont.
We desperately need a dog park!
Or did I mention that already ;)
We need a dog park in Gillette. The Field of Dreams would be a great location!
We seriously need a dog PARK. You want to attract young people to this city? Young people have dogs. They
are our companions. Sure, Wyoming is surrounded by wide open spaces—and hunter and ranchers who will
shoot you. Join the rest of America (and Wyoming, for that matter) and build a dog park. Not everyone is in
Little League.
Very nice to have so many
I understand the concept of focusing on the larger parks, but many are not accessible as those in neighborhoods. We need both
I might use more of the pathways if they were connected together.
There is little use of many of the neighborhood parks- doubt any need for more neighborhood parks.
We need the Field of Dreams! Certain members of the City Council need to be more forward thinking and
deal with the needs that Gillette has today because those needs are growing. I know who I am voting for and
who I’m not..
Keep up the good work
Just a suggestion that the park area inside the city pool; be switched to turf due to the amount of grass clipping that make their way into the pool.
Would love to see a dog park.
The updates have been nice.
I am very upset every time I see a city vehicle or maintenance vehicle driving on the paved walkways. This
seems to be very common along 4-J. You can clearly see ruts and cracks directly caused from heavy machinery parking on and riding over these paths. The paths were not designed for this and grass is easier and more
cost effective to fix.
I like the idea of larger parks the city is adopting.
Need to focus on quality vs quanity
Some of the play equipment is becoming dated and should be updated in some of the older lesser used
parks.
I would like to see Gillette have a dog park. Or a park dedicated to pet friendliness with a fenced area so Dogs
could play off their leashes.
Pathways connectivity needs looked at, especially for cycling. Getting from one end of town to the other is
very disjointed and often a switch from using the road to pathways. Some pathways are good, but others are
in terrible shape and don’t even come close to meeting ADA standards.
It would be nice to have name plates on the trees along the pathway to identify them.
Why isn’t the baseball field in Hidden Valley Park ever watered?
ONLY build more baseball/softball field for now. Putting everything in one spot is a BAD idea- Bicentenial
Park on the 4th of July is a Zoo and when most people go to the a park it is to get away from the crowds and
the field of dreams will be like that ALL the time. Call the field of dreams what it will be a “Sports’ Complex”
and leave our ‘Parks’ out of it.
Can you connect some of these pathways?
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Good job on maintenance and responding to customers concerns.
Some of the pathways could be improved.
I think the parks are good. But I would understand brown grass. It saddens me that the city asks us to alternate our watering (conserve like a camel) and then waters the parks every day. Not a lead by example moment. I love how close the park is to the house.
Be careful of excess spending. Would like a park in our neighborhood. Thought each area is supposed to have
one. Subdivision Moon Shadow
Dump The Field of Dreams and concentrate on existing services and needed pay increases.
One thing to improve is actually having people vote on things to improve Like for one thing the Field of Hallucinations. Use money wisely on things we already have, decrease you may not always have all this money to
throw to stupid things.
DO NOT build The Field of Dreams. It is to extravagant. It will cost to much to maintain.
Better maintain parks we have.
I have a problem with you beautifying parks, but leaving legacy park with almost no playground alot of people use that park. You decline playground what a shame. Yet you spend thousands on other parks. This one
everyone sees and uses. The playground is pathetic!
Put things like Field of Dreams to a voting opportunity for citizens of Gillette
Move forward with Field of Dreams
Get this Field of Dreams out of your heads- thats the most ridiculas thing I ever heard of when coal mines are
laying off and methaine is gone what is this city government drinking? I hope whatever it is its not in my water!!! Field of Dreams NO NO NO
Stop in increasing rates and then wanting to build the field of dreams.
Create a 20;10;5; year plans for Field of Dreams. Explain them to the public and newspaper as to how each
phase is funded and the positive need for each segment
Vote on Field of Dreams
Don’t waste money on field of Dreams and use those funds for infrastructure improvements
Field of dreams-get area for handicapped children to play in park area--Not just so wheelchair moves- but a
swing for wheelchair bound kids and other things like this, so these kids can have fun and not just watch others have fun. Just a suggestion.
Subdivisions a long distance from parks with busy highways need a neighborhood park- such as Remington
Estates. Kids play in the street
STOP SPENDING MONEY ON FIELD OF DREAMS THE CITY COUNCIL/MAYOR IS CONFUSED THE FIELD OF
DREAMS IS A SPORTS COMPLEX NOT A PARK. IF THE CITY CONTINUES TO FUND FIELD OF DREAMS WITH 1%
MONEY MY VOTE FOR 1% TAX IS NO
Put in moisture sensors so the city is not watering while its raining!! Monitor the irrigation operations at
Camplex since no one seems to be doing that. Remind the police force that they are public servant and not
the arrogant elite of Gillette!
We shouldn't pay for facilities such as the fancy new park that will cost us millions :(
Do Not Build the Field of Dreams!
Do Not fund "Field of Dreams"! Control the budget! Don't build anything requiring ongoing maintenance
cost.
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Parks Comments Cont.
#1 Field of Dreams
*Field of Dreams*
Put the Field of Dreams up for a vote by the Public. We need more fields But not what is currently Proposed.
STICK WITH BASIC NECESSARY FUNCTIONS AND SERVICES. AND QUIT TRYING TO USE THIS QUALITY OF LIFE EXCUSE
FOR PROJECTS SUCH AS FIELD OF SCHEMES (DREAMS), AND OTHER RESPECTIVELY
REDUCE NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES (PUBLIC) FOCUS ON NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS
Drainage- Clean up lakes
Watch spending on baseball project. Football for young kids should be looked at 1st! This no evening lighting and playing in pitch black fields should be considered 1st!
Safety of skate board park- Build the field of dreams- Road maintenance
you are doing a wonderful job- The parks are immaculate and such a joy to relax in.
Regarding Field of Dreams; Develop and work on the parks we already have.
Scale back "Field of Dreams. The whole project should be put to public vote.
"NO" To Field of Dreams
We need Dog Parks! Better snow removal!
Keep the parks we have alive- Don't fail to keep the grass watered.
Not many for Field of Dreams until the City saves at least 50% of the cost.
cease unnecesary spending build ball fields- slow down on the rest of the "Field of Dreams" until real cost is known
Quit the outragious spending- especially Field of Dreams until you save the money to pay cash for it. If Obama gets
back in office we are screwed!
Forget about the "Field of Dreams" This is a fantasy for the (Elite) in Gillette to further their need for sports, over
acedemics
Add a Recreation Division to the Parks Div.
The staff can not keep up with the Parks we have now. Gillette needs to decrease spending
Don’t waste anymore money an Field of Dreams
We need at least one dog park.
Put field of dreams dollars to a better use. We have fields and parks. maintain roads and help less fortunates.
Parks could use some work in the area of weeds - they are out of control- Weeds are also BAD in other open spaces
and drainage easements in newer subdivisions!
Listen to your citizens. Field of Dreams may not be a good decision.
Keep the bike paths clean- clear of broken glass and dead animals.
Discontinue field of dreams. Cut down on parks and recreation
Plant more trees.
Something should be done to improve Donkey Creek. This is a beautification program that would benefit all...
Forget the Field of Dreams except what is needed
Don't waste our money on "Field of Dreams!!" With layoffs at the mines we need to save every penny we have.
Drop the field of Dreams
Keep weeds maintained by walkways
No Field of Dreams
Keep the weeds out and off of the sidewalks and off bike paths
Why does McMannem Park improvement keep getting pushed back? The Gillette Gun Club is a noise nuisance and
should be moved out by the stockcar race track or the motorcross track. The Gillette Gun Club prohibits any develop
tot the north side of town. Why doesn't the Gun Club need to get a permit for noise on a weekend shoot when mingles
needs to get a permit for any outside noise activities such as a band, beer garden etc? Why is the city/county so scared
to do anything about the Gillette Gun Club? Bruce Dommer
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Community information and Involvement Comments:
Where do you receive City of Gillette Information, other?
Gillette News Record (9)
Word of mouth (6)
Email (2)
Chamber of Commerce
Radio
The non profits I’m involved in. The radio station is NOT good at spreading the word about anything.
electronic sign on Hwy 59
Joe Lunne knocks it out of the park on communicating critical and noteworthy information from COG.
Ted Jerred- My dad
CONTACTS WITHIN THE CITY
Library website
Any further comments regarding Gillette community information and involvement?
City Council does not listen to public opinion (spending and Field of Dreams) (31)
City does a good job (8)
No (5)
Enjoy the City Facebook page (2)
Educate City Council (2)
A majority of people do not want the City to spend money on the “Field of Drems” but the council does not
care about the majority. The “Fix” is in.
Elected officials do not listen to the people in our community.
Does not apply as I have not had contact for anything.
Gillette needs more restaurants and shopping. Also more places or things for kids (all age groups) to go to
that are fun and safe.
Do Good
Information regarding dates, events ect is reliable when distributed through multiple media outlets, I do not
rely on or trust information regarding, with regard to that are subjective to biass when printed in the local
paper.
I feel some on the city council listen to citizens and some don’t. Soems like Carter/King does what she wants
to do.
I agree on the field of dreams but must it be so extravagant? No one will want to go if its so busy w/ people.
City Council does not seem to realize the money will not last forever. The whole world is budgeting except
the City.
They seem to feel there is an endless supply of money. I’m someone who pays a lot of taxes so 1 percent sale
tax is a lot.
Would be nice to have a local TV Station for news/sports/weather
City council seems to have its own agenda, regardless of input from community.
EASIER TO FIND ON WEBSITES
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Community Information and Involvement Comments Cont.
“Field of Dreams” or any future recreational facility should be put out for a vote. Gillette is a great place to
raise kids and the more opportunities and facilities that are available to the youth will keep them from getting into trouble.
City has its own agenda which does not coincide well with the residents.
Would be nice if the Mayor was more personable. Sucks council members have selfish agendas.
The utility bill inserts are sometimes out dated.
City Council all need to resign. Self Serving Especially Carter-King
I feel the City council is holding our city back from growing. We need more shopping and entertainment.
I feel that some on the city council has there own reasons for over spending
Any time I have contacted the City Administrator he has resolved my concerns.
Field of Dreams? Whose dream, certainly not the majority’s
I really appreciate Joe’s updates on Facebook. Thank you!
The city council is frivolous with money and have not prepared well for the recession that is only beginning to
hit our city.
They provide very little help for the working single mother or father.
Should Field of Dreams be put to a vote?
I don’t believe the new administration is as forthcoming about listening to the public as they profess. They
seem annoyed at times when they are required to listen to public comment. There is also a feeling that the
decision is already made prior to the comments anyway.
City council seems to have its own agenda- not particularly interested in listening to citizens
I’ve always seen the city staff in a very good light and their work only heightens that. The council also does a
good job, and while I don’t agree with certain members, I agree with democracy and debate. It’s good to see
that the council members have multiple viewpoints.
The city is spending too much $
CITY COUNCIL WASTES MONEY CATERING TO THE RICH PEOPLE IN THEIR AREAS. THEY MAKE RIDICULOUS
DEMAND ON CITY CREWS.
The City Billing clerks are not the nicest to deal with when you are struggling financially as many of us are.
They are quite quick to offer to ‘help you out’ but then they suggest you apply for LEIAP or some other outside help rather than helping you pay your account current in a reasonable amount of time and extending
you. They also tagged my door in January about a bad water meter that apparently was bad for months before that and when I found the tag after the thaw in April they suggested they needed to replace the meter. I
did not hear from them again until the end if May when they left a rather nasty message on my answering
machine regarding the need to replace the meter. They were free to come replace it MONTHS ago had they
picked up the phone sooner or sent a letter.
The City of Gillette is going to do whatever it wants no matter how many people are against it. Always have
for the last 30 years I’ve been here.
We sure could use a better mayor!
I feel as though the council doesn’t hear the voice of the citizens on the field of dreams project.
Love that they come help serve meals at the Sr. Center sometime. Wish they would mingle more.
They do a great job getting information out on Facebook
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Community Information and Involvement Comments Cont.
The city council thinks of their selves first than the community
Hire more smart people and pay the long time people more!
Michael Surface has done an awesome job!
Better morale with employees. Less micro management.
Educate city Elected officials. They need to get out of the mindset of overspending. Tax base needs to be reduced, time for "taxpayer" to be accountable with their earnings. Let taxpayer spend as they chose with their
monies.
Educate city Elected officials. When will the tax and spend mindset stop? Real Jobs are being cut weekly in
the community. Please pay attention to that!
Just quit wasting money on dumb stuff. This is a Western Town Not NYC. Down Town is just fine the way it is.
If you feel you need to spend take it out of your own account!
Quit wasting money on New Capital building like the field of dreams and things and focus on fixing the roads
and infa structure we have
STOP moving the statues around- Let them sit permanently and use $ it spends to move them on services
Be careful as coal values and volumes are taxing- revenues will low shortly
Keep cost down.
Cut out the 1% sales tax and I'll spend more money hereShould be saving money for the down turn of the economy.
Try to elicit more citizen feedback. (I think you do a pretty good job in this area as it is however.)
Change in City Councilmen, Special intrest group to benefit there own companies
Remove City Council and Mayor
Reduce taxes and personnel
1% is very important but City needs to be prudent using those funds and remember it is not a safety net nor
an endless source of funding, beautification of entire city will make Gillette a place of destination. Gillette has
no personality.
Reduce social costs!
Improve and Finish Things They have already started and quit spending millions and millions on Foolish projects. A Foolish City and its money sooner or later will go broke. Mow Grass along drainage Ditch Church St.
I'm/ We are new to town, I have no clue what to say... :) The ladies at the utilities are super nice though :)
The city needs to maintain properties it is responsible for at the same or higher level that it holds its Citizens.
You do a great job- Thanks!
New Mayor
more information
The council needs to listen to the majority of the people, not just a few squeaky wheels. Hold off on the Field
of Dreams
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Streets Comments:
What would you like to see in the future with the City of Gillette’s streets?
Maintain streets (fix potholes, paint lines, put down asphalt) (48)
Streetlight improvement ( More signals, left turning lanes, etc.) (30)
Better snow removal (less de-icer, more residential) (30)
Pedestrian Safety ( Safer crosswalks, more enforcement, crossings at railroads) (10)
Traffic law enforcement (Speeding, running red lights, etc.) (9)
Improve Sidewalks (gutters, curbs, build additional sidewalks, and general upkeep) (9)
Just keep them maintained.
Move Flying J to the outskirts as it is in other cities. Too dangerous at current location and the big trucks slow
traffic at the busy intersection.
The story is that if you want good snow removal in your area you need to live on the same street as a city
employee, then the plow will come by regularly. The plows will come to Fox Park take the same route- over
and over. Will cross Kristen Street at 2 spot, but plow it? NEVER.
Senior Citizen’s need more help with snow from their driveways.
Years ago the city plowed pretty much all Roads and it seems that they aren’t a huge priority anymore.
STOP LIGHT AT FORCE Rd and HWY 50
Better maintenance
Continued improvement. It is much better than when we first moved here in 2007. 59 is much improved
since it was worked on. Also the recent road improvement west end of town on 14/16. Much better.
I support the construction of additional arterial streets like the Boxelder Extension and Burma Road.
Repaired Par Drive. Not sure they did a good job on sidewalks. Chipping concrete already, wet spot in road
that must be seeping from underground.
Wider streets-Tilling in pot holes before they damage our cars
Less pot holes
More access to get across rail roads. The timing and rotation of stop lights can be frustrating. Gillette drivers
are very unaware of pedestrians and are not in the habit of ensuring pedestrians safety
Fix the side streets in neighborhoods before taking on any big projects some are so poor you can barely drive
down them.
Safer cross walks. Better traffic signals by interstate. Builders don’t make sidewalks to code.
Continue to improve traffic flow in all areas of our city. Overall the city is doing a good job.
Cars using signals. Left hand turns
my sidewalks in front of the Frame shop are a serious trip hazard. I have seen people fall because they are
heaved in places.
Enforce the laws!
Speed limits confusing- may be different every other block
Not so much stuff put on streets in winter- If we have a stift off snow we don’t need a plow when by sunrise
it will melt- Waste of money
MORE Traffic Control- Inforcment of the “ Rules of the Road Book I received when I got my Licence to Drive in
Wyo.
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Streets Comments Cont.
I would really like to see more parking tickets issued to people who can’t (don’t, won’t) park within the yellow lines. I have lived all over the country and I have never experienced a parking situation like here.
At 1st snow removal skipped this neighborhood now they are getting much better. But do not like it when
they just leave a huge pile of snow right in front of our drive way.
Fix pot holes properly- More stop/go lights owners of vehicles have off all streets so snowplows could do
better job.
MORE LEFT TURN LIGHTS
Line paint more often –No holes
We live on a street with houses on one side and nothing on the other; however, the City continues to snow
plow our street and fill our drive ways with snow when they could easily push the snow to the opposite side
of the street.
Needs to be more pedestrian friendly- I feel like I would get hit by a car if I have to walk across 59
The city snow removal is good on the main roads, but not on the side roads it seems they are the last thing
to be plowed.
Year round stripping of the roadways 59, Southern Drive, Garner Lake Road- you get the idea- very poor for
a rich community such as this one!
More snow removal on main neighborhood streets
Walking crosswalks- painted more ofton would make to cross 59- any time- crazy drivers!!
1. Enforcement of Crosswalk laws. I feel most people in cars think they have the right of way. On the contrary! Pedestrians in Crosswalks have the right of way. 2. The one-way street in front of the Post Office
needs major help. The left lane isn’t wide enough to accommodate a small car let alone a truck. Also, Many,
many cars turn from the right lane into the drive immediately in front of the Post Office. This is illegal and
dangerous!
People who smile and wave and more friendly.
Syncronize the traffic lights on S. Douglas Hwy. Fourth and Ninth St. lights are horrible when turning off of
them onto Douglas Hwy.
More money allocated to sidewalk repair/ replacement Continued preventative maintenance and repair be
the priority
Better police control of illegal turns ( no turn lights, not turning into correct lane- lane hopping) Why is Avenue of Art not in “old “ part of town???
I would like to see the City Council respect the knowledge of the streets department. I have always had a
great interaction with the plow drivers and they are always quick to respond. Let them do the job they are
hired for please!
Enforcement of driving laws, not just speeding, drunk driving or an anticipate drug bust. Ticket people for
not using turn signals, running red lights, crossing solid lines, and passing on the shoulder. I am not a big fan
of the pedestrian crosswalks by the library. I understand the intent, but it seems very hard for drivers to see
when pedestrians are about to cross and properly stop. It seems as if we are luring pedestrians into the
street to play chicken with vehicles.
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Streets Comments Cont.
We desperately need a stop light at the Garner Lake Road intersection by Camplex. Absolutely no one
knows how to do a four way stop. There are enough events out there as well that increase the traffic flow
that should necessitate a traffic light. It is definitely needed there as opposed to the light on 4J and sixth
street that was originally supposed to be temporary.
Quit spending so much money on ugly stautes and spend it on snow and ice removal. I would rather have
clean, dry streets in the winter than spend the hundreds of thousands you have on stupid art. There are
better ways to beautify AND spend tax dollars wisely.
Better snow removal. You annexed fox park then just forgot about us.
Instead of squandering tax money on out-of-town council retreats, the ‘field of dreams’ , ‘art,’ etc., put that
money in the streets budget—snow plowing, keeping streets in good repair benefits 100% of Gillette’s residents rather than the extremely small percent the money squandering benefits.
Poor stoplight timing impeded traffic, poor street markings, plenty of potholes around town especially the
man made kind (water shut offs and manhole covers settling) because of poor road construction.
I would like better enforcement of sidewalk snow removal along 7th Street. Students walking from Twin
Spruce Jr. High and Paintbrush Elementary. (Maybe coming off of Sage Valley Drive) Every day I see many
students crossing back and forth to get to either school, or to catch their bus in front of Sage Valley. MANY
students cross back and forth every day in the middle of traffic so they don’t have to go all the way down to
the crossing guard in front of the schools. Sometimes it is VERY icy, causing them to slip. When we first
moved to this neighborhood there were not many students in these neighborhoods crossing back and
forth, so it wasn’t such a problem. I now see many students crossing Lakeway every day. They can’t see
very well around curves, and the traffic can’t see them. They sometimes run out into moving traffic. Someone is going to get hurt or killed.
More parking for Meadowlark Elementary’s parent pick-up so that the parent quit blocking my driveway to
pick up their kids. That has been a huge issue
Please cut back on ice melt. I have a Subaru that was purchased new in rapid and has stayed in gillette. The
rust on my car is bad.
Get rid of the 25 mph signs on your 35 mph roads. They are located in very confusing places.
Fixed potholes
I would like the city to require developers to have longer warrant period. I live in a subdivision that is not
very old and the city is making repairs at the tax payers expence on roads that failed after 3 years.
As far as snow removal, pick something and stick with it. No one is sure if the plows are going out or not –
its changed several times. If there is a good snow- send out the plows- all over- plow the roads dry- then be
done. Its dumb to let the snow pile up then try to scramble when the drifts/levels get crazy/
Start taking care of them including regular maintenance. Better flow for traffic is needed. Considering what
was spent on Hwy 59 ‘improvements’ traffic should not be one red light to the next and the speed limits
need to be increased. Boxelder and Shoshone have 35 mph limits on a densely populated 2 lane road while
8 lane 59 is 30. Makes no sense.
Please stop using the de icing solution or whatever is used when it snows. What a mess it causes, and at the
very least is way over applied. Apply sand on side streets where they intersect with main artery streets as
these tend to get very slick and it is very easy to slide into traffic.
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Streets Comments Cont.
Synchronization of street lights to keep traffic flowing smoothly would be nice.
Quicker maintenance and better organized. Don’t tear up an area then move on to other areas before first
area is complete.
Also, seems like the lower class areas of town never get their roads fixed.
Quicker elimination of potholes, and better enforcement of safety laws.
I can’t wait for quiet zones! … I live on a cul-de-sac and the plowing sucks. I’m sick of the mentality of, ‘Buy
an SUV or pickup and deal with it.’ No I don’t want and SUV or pickup. I want you to plow. Wyoming isn’t
the only snowy climate on earth. Have you been to Minneapolis?Detroit?Toronto?Montreal? Timely plowing can be done, people.
Traffic lights not being used to control the speed of traffic but to allow for movement into and away from
busy streets.
Country Club fixed so it’s not such a dinky, narrow road.
Fix the Brooks crossing of the railroad so it is safer and add a way for pedestrians to cross
Don’t pile snow in cul de sacs. We have enough trouble with parking as it is.
There was better snow removal in 1982- residential neighborhood snow removal is very poor
Please, please, please help make Gillette more pedestrian friendly. I will not ride a bike here, nor do I feel
comfortable walking along busy arterials or through their intersections. I also feel that many people in Gillette need to take a driving lesson.
Plow my street once in a while- I’ve lived in this house 4 winters and it’s never been plowed.
The city is spending too much $- I live in South Park on Christinck Avenue. The city thought it was necessary
to tear up a brand new road and redo it. Now, I have trouble in the winter time with ice accumulating on
the sidewalk in front of our house. Never had that problem before the road was ‘redone’- I went in and
complained to the engineering dept. and the guy laughed at me when I asked him if I was responsible if
someone fell in front of our house on the icy sidewalk. He said yes I was responsible. Wasn’t there another
street in Gillette that needed to be worked on besides a brand new street in Gillette???
Why don’t you show appreciation to all of the mine worker’s that travel Highway 59 and put your $ to making it a double lane all the way to Douglas instead of waiting for the federal government to do it. Did the
work really need to be done on Lakeway right now? Did the water tower need to be ‘sand blasted’ when
the water tower looked perfectly fine?
Can there be Street signs on the traffic lights like in other town?
The flashing yellow left turn lights confuse people, especially people from out of town. I think they should
go to normal green circles and green arrows. West bound 2nd st turning south onto 4-J needs a turn lane.
Use less ice melt on streets. Just salt the intersections.
1. Islands placed in some arterial to slow traffic down. 2. Traffic signal lights that are consistent
Get that black crap off the streets (it wears off anyway) and put down some real asphalt. Enforce stop lights
and stop signs
Great infrastructure planning.
I think that the City ought to remove more snow from neighborhoods in the winter and make at least one
pass in cul-de-sacs.
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Not everyone owns a 4x4. I also think the yellow lights for traffic lights ought to be longer. The city should
drive and see how many people are locking their brakes trying to stop for red lights. Also the city should
place some signs ahead of major intersections listing upcoming cross road before you are at that cross
road. May help visitors and newcomers find their roads before arriving at the road. Also the city should
place lights or have lit street signs on the street signs that on the traffic cross bar where the traffic lights are
for easy visability at night time hours. Just a few suggestions.
THEY NEED TO STOP WASTING TIME AND MONEY PLOWING WHEN THERE IS LITTLE SNOW ACCUMULATION IN THE RESIDENTIAL AREAS. PEOPLE WHO LIVE IN GILLETTE NEED TO LEARN TO DRIVE ON SNOW.
Less potholes
We live in Sutherland where they recently re-did the streets, sidewalks, and gutters. They did the sidewalks
and gutters first and then came back through for the streets. First of all, they tore huge chunks out of the
gutters they had just spent the money to repair. Second of all, the company ‘Simon Contractors’ used my
yard as their personal dumpster, and third of all, they somehow slopped cement up the sidewalk halfway
into my driveway to completely cover my water valve and broke all of my sprinkler heads at the base of my
yard and have been supposed to fix it for over a month now and it’s still not fixed. All in all the endear
experience is ridiculous and a HUGE waste of taxpayer money.
There needs to be access from the north to south around Butler Spaeth
First, we must eliminate flashing yellow left turn arrows from highway 59. We have too many non-native
Gillette people in this town on a daily basis for this to be safe. Flashing Yellow turn arrows are stupid and a
disaster waiting to happen. They need to be replaced with Green Turn arrows and round green lights like
any other city so people from other towns understand traffic flow. Second, someone needs to properly
repair the intersection at Burma and 2nd. That was brand new from the road expansion and broken in the
first week. It is uneven and bumpy in the left lane headed east and only going to get worse. I don’t know
why it wasn’t done right in the first place. Third, there are days my car doesn’t make it up my street
because it’s ‘not important’ enough to get plowed. I live on a Circle, it loops back to the ‘main road’ and is
(I’m not joking) uphill both ways (either way I take to the main road is uphill.) I would like to see MY street
plowed.
More coordination with WYDOT on signals. WYDOT’s signal timing seems poorly maintained, but it seems
like more effort could be made to coordinate the City and WYDOT signals.
Plow snow on dead end streets!
The flashing yellow turn lights are confusing in a lot of locations because I am unsure if oncoming traffic
released at the same time.
Longmont Street off of Gurley has a large drop off that requires vehicles to slow down and Longmont is
getting some potholes.
Stop light at top of Sage Valley drive and Lakeway. During the school year, many students cross at Sage
Valley Jr. high and sometimes because of the curves leading up to that area, they can’t see the traffic and
the traffic can’t see them. Someone will get hit.
Find a way to paint the lines on the streets and make them last
In the winter time, make sure to put down more scoria or sand when there is ice, at all stop signs, lights and
turnoffs.
dont know
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Streets Comments Cont.
Get rid of that de-icer crap that is eating up our sidewalks and the inside of my garage.
Fewer pot holes, turning lanes on heavily used roads to prevent stopping of traffic
Make local businesses fix their parking lots they are a hazard
They aren’t repaired soon enough. They get too many pot holes and rough and bumpy.
I would like to see more walking and biking paths. I do not like the practice of putting up only two stop
signs for four way intersections. (i.e. 4th and Warren Street) Traffic moves too fast and visibility is poor pulling out.
The repairs to Cheryl and Kristen in Fox Park are AMAZING! Thank you, thank you, thank you. There really
needs to be a light at Garner Lake and Boxelder by Cam-plex. Douglas Hwy is FABULOUS and I LOVE the
plants in the medians!! They are very Wyoming.
The city does a good job with snow removal, but there are those in power that meddle too much. Let the
crews work out the best way to do the job. Not react to loud citizens.
Trying removing snow from the cul de sac’s. Theose people pay taxes too.
we live in RC Ranch and a lot of the sidewalk just ends as going downhill.
Stop lights stay greener long when they are busy. There are a few lights that only stay long enough for 2-3
cars to get through when there is a whole line of cars. I would also like them to be paroled better for ‘ red
light runners’
Longer yellow lights and a continuation of the new snow removal ordinance about making a pass through
the subdivisions. That made a world of difference last winter! Thank You!
Do more maintenance before the potholes are big enough to swallow a car.
To spend money on our existing streets instead of building a northern and western drive that really don’t
seem needed actually remove snow when it starts falling not after 6 inches is on the ground and they become trajedy waiting to happen also remove massive ice chunks of ice from city streets that are blocking
drains in the street and try to keep the roads in better condition by making sure base layers are packed
properly roads or sidewalks dont sink
QUIT TEARING UP NEW STREETS AFTER JUST BEING INSTALLED. BURMA, FOR INSTANCE, BRAND NEWLY
OPENED AND HOLES WERE BEING DUG SO NOW THERE BUMPS ALL OVER.
Fix all the potholes!
Speed limit enforcement in suburbs Parking lots are the worst Ive ever seen! Huge Pot Holes Every Where!
Mitchel to end of E 2 St. in 1 block - their are 16 apt w/ families not served and a Renew house w/
handicapped individual not served by City in this 1 Block! Neighbor plows w/ a 4 wheeler.
Clean all the alleys 1-2 times annually Run City on "pay as you go". Also more in house surveys instead of
paying millions to an outside company
Snow power service to end of E 2st from Mitchel to end of E 2 st- there are 12 apt w/ families not served
and a Renew house w/ handicapped individual not served by City in this 1 Block! Neighbor plows w/ a 4
wheeler.
I think common sense should be used before expensive surveys are taken. I can find pot holes pretty cheap.
2 streets going into Highview Trailer Park have been terrible FOREVER! (Keep getting patched)
Better street lights in neighborhoods
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Repair the holes on Roads and shopping roads in the Malls. Get in contact with the owners of the malls to
fix the hole.
Continue to snow plow appropriately
The salt that is used in the winter on the roads is awful- Please return to sanding them. I would like to see
the recycling program expand. We need the “Field of Dreams like a hole in the head—
Paint visible street lines on all roads and intersections and maintain them throughout the year.
More Traffic Lights!!! (much better traffic control) 4th and 4J, * Twin Spruce Jr. Hi @ 7th and S. Gillette
Mohan and Hwy 59!, 3rd and S. Gillette, 6th and S. Gillette @ 4th and S. Kendrick 3rd and S. Kendrick etc!
This City is dangerous to walk or drive in.
Please repair Butler Speith where it ends at Hwy 59- it is very rough because of Joes plumbing and Jakes
tevern traffic. - UnexceptableKeep the bike paths and shoulders clean (gravel clear) for road bike tires. Use that sweeper that was purchased a year or so ago.
R and R overpasses
Put in more stop lights
GET RID OF THE F_ _ _ _ _ G!! ICE SLICER. IT RUINS CARS, CONCRETE, PAVEMENT DRAINAGE. WHOEVER
STARTED IT SHOULD BE HORSEWHIPPED!!
I personally do not think our busy roads such as 4-J, Lakeway, Force Road are patrolled during heavy traffic
times when people exceed the speed limit.
improve streets - less traffic "Keystone" cops
Paint streets more often- they fade to quickly
Curb and gutter They need lots of work where I live over here in Northland Village lots of tripping hazards
on the sidewalks and the curb is falling apart
The recent new streets are nice- now, lets "grow into them" and spend those dollars on maintaining what
we have.
Upgrade and maintain the bike paths They are in terrible shape and the new patches are uneven, very poor
job of maintance
Ice removal around neighborhood mailboxes. The ice becomes so thick from all the cars stopping there that
it is impossible for a person who has the boxes by their property to clear gutters or sidewalks.
Traffic control as a result of multiple construction areas at once
Street Repair
Mowing around roads and ditches.
Street cleaning (sweeping)
I live on a culdesac and the city does and exceptional job in the winter plowing and removing snow and ice.
Thank You!
Intersection of 4-J and 2nd could use a turn signal during the busy parts of the day.
Road Repair
The street repair at Arrowhead Drive was a disaster and is still not done. Need better planning and deadlines and penalties set, City blaming contractors and contractors blaming city and the work not getting
done doesn't help
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Streets Comments Cont.
Don't start a project unless it is going to be finished in its entirety and don't change plans in the middle so
part of it has to be ripped out- that is a waste of taxpayer dollars.
Plow snow to the curb.
Pedestrian bridges or tunnels for busy streets or railroad tracks
more traffic signals
Having worked highway construction in Montana for 5 years, the traffic control setups for roadwork projects here are designed/ executed poorly and seem inherently dangerous. Traffic control sup's need to be
ATSSA certified.
More and better snow removal in neighborhoods
Don't mow grass so short in parks and along highway (4-J) so it doesn't get stressed and turn brown.
Get the old streets fixed
Better repair on streets.
Weeds w/in city limits is unsightly as well as dangerous. Solving a problem is never solved by throwing
money at it!
Streets and parking lots need a major overhaul!
We need a stop light on Lakeway by Gillette Printing
do away with alley and have everyone use the roll outs
Purchase 1 or 2 more of the good street sweepers and use them more of ten
Speeding is a problem road torn up after construction in front of house potholes not repaired on Clarion
Drive
Don’t put the salt solution on the streets
Street cleaning in all areas!
get existing streets repaired before continuing to build new ones!
Streets and Sewer and Water
Safer Pedestrian Crossings- seems like safety of pedestrians and cyclist are not a priority. Lower the speed
limit between Lakeway and Boxelder on 4-J!
Traffic Lights on Hwy. 59 Need to be Setup in a Sequence to allow Traffic flow
Mow along streets and ditches
Make business keep up parking lot! (Dairy Queen, Office Depot, DollarTree)
Unpaved lots at businesses with pick up traffic should be made to black top, etc. business should be made
to provide more adiquit parking spaces.
Regular snow plow on our street during winter (Dead end area- our house is near the dead end sometimes
snow plow does not include it)
Roads (especially) garner lake and Klever rd are terrible.
Longer green lights and arrows at intersections please.
Better roads and clean up all the potholes before winter cleaner water and less hard water
Change the curb height at 3212 Prairie St. Too big always bottom cars out and cause damage
improved snow removal in cul-de-sacs
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Street repairs- Same streets and most intersections are like jumping jacks- you grab and hold on
Codes related to street width and enforcement of oversized vehicles, boats, RV 4Wheeler etc parked on the
street. The corner of Concho and Longhorn is an obsticle course
Much better street maintenance
Trim more trees and bushes at busy intersections. Some are very hard to see around, or through!
Place stop signs on Concho and Longhorn Place stop sign on Longhorn and Tapadara
Make the Old Dump Rd. and off and On Ramps and the Interstate medians neater and Groomed Better. So
when people are driving By they (on the interstate) wont see a nice area but not very well kept maybe a
brick or some type of wall on the side where the dump is.
Please repair and maintain the streets!
The amount of mud on the streets near construction sites. government or private. makes the town look
filthy. ordinance for gravel/rock entrances or deliver it for them. J. Schlub 307-680-0692
Left hand turn traffic signals at intersections Hwy 50 and Lakeway and Hwy 59 and Southern/ Garner Lake.
Also for the same intersections the evening times for the traffic signals need to be adjusted.
All housing AREAS should be developed with wide streets! Exp. Western Way, on any given day is one lane
traffic because of camp trailers, cars, 4-wheelers on trailers, etc., parked on the streets. It is like living in an
obstacle course
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Utilities Comments:
Any further comments regarding Gillette Utilities?
Too expensive ( 32)
Poor water quality (17)
Customer service is great and rates are reasonable (11)
Focus on water projects ( 10)
Would like paperless bill and to have auto payments (8)
Trash collection could improve (5)
More water conservation on City’s behalf (4)
No (4)
Poor quality of water.
Tap water horrible to drink and the water is very hard
Water costs are too high, hard to keep yard up when you can’t afford the water.
Utilities to high
I rated unsatisfied over water and sewage and billing because when we moved into our new house in
Morning Side Estates we noticed our water bill going up every month even in winter with only 4 people living in the house. There was a water leak took a while to find this out, not our fault. Our water bill was well
over $100 dollars a month alone. One time billed double on sewage wonder what else we are being overbilled on. Not happy with this.
The rates are fair thus far
Water is making a film on our glass dishes etc. I’ve talked to ppl. All over the city and they say the same.
I don’t like the white sediment on my appliances and we have a water softener! I think the electricity goes
“out” a lot in this city compared to where I grew up.
The employees @ the city office are Wonderful! Very helpful!
Water is too high – City water waste seen at parks continues to annex subdivisions into city and do not
have sufficient water to do so.
I need to know why our bill rose for the water project plus then we have the 1% tax as well- Still have terrible (hard) waterPrices on all utitilities is getting far to Expensive other Communities maintain infrastructure at a lower rates
- Electricity for Example why is cit higher than Rural Areas
I no longer recycle because I had a note on my city dumpster saying my recycle bags were too heavy and
they would no longer pick them up.
MY WATER PRESSURE IS LOW
I am not satisfied with Cable TV. I is off or unable to watch, It is worst since Oplimun took over
Trash pick-up could improve, I have witnessed the city employees pick up the trash can and miss the truck,
rather than get out of the truck and pick up the mess they drive off.
Need to be able to do auto payments to a card – many times not all the trash is emptied from the bin
Disappointed in the 66% water rate increase; landscaped our large yard all prior to this increase at the tune
of tens of thousands of dollars to now be stuck w/ huge bills; wiched we had never done it, it would have
been better to leave it in the ugly state it was.
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Good over all
The water quality the last year has been horrible. Some parts of the year made using some appliances completely out of the question. I feel I am paying a lot of money for bad product.
The recent increase makes them very expensive, i.e. trash, sewer, and yard waste
I love the recycling and yard waste programs!!!!!
Larger yard waste bins would be helpful
My son loves the garbage truck. It makes his day when the driver waves at him. We wait by the window
every Thursday morning to look for the garbage truck and occasional have to follow the truck like stalkers
through the neighborhood.
I have reported several potholes and at all times, the staff I spoke with were polite and helpful, and the
potholes were fixed quickly. Great work!!
too expensive, water quality is horrible but it’s always been that way, ugly eyesore electric utility poles being installed around town.
Set up automatic payments from credit cards.
Too expensive
Too expensive. Seems that they go up every year
Fluctuation in service (flickers) have cost our business thousands due to blown boards.
Water rates are to high. You want a beautiful city but I see a lot of yards going to weeds now
Gillette focuses so much on parks and programs, they sometimes forget that their first priority should be
the utilities, the evidence is in this survey, parks first!
How about fixing cracked sidewalks in neighborhoods and bike paths around parks?
Make the online bill pay to remember your credit card number or set it up to do automatic payments.
Appreciate all efforts to keep rates as low as is feasible
1. Re: the online bill pay feature—I would like to have the option for automatic debit. 2. Re: trash pick-up—
there have been times when the cans were damaged after pick-up and twice my trash was skipped entirely
even though I comply with all requirements and have my can out the night before. It would also be nice if
there were a way to enforce having people bring their cans in within a day or so rather than leaving them
tipped over on the road for several days.
I wishI wish the lawn service pick up wasn’t so much extra a month. Also, our recycling—if we could recycle
more plastics that would be wonderful.
Very good, but expensive
The utilities person alerted me to a leak in my home. I am highly appreciative!
Utility rates are reasonable, service good, no complaints.
You’re online bill pay completely stopped working for me, making it much more difficult to pay my bill. I’ve
never had this problem before with another service provider.
Rates are a little high. There are better options for water than the Madison pipeline.
I wish there was an option to NOT receive a paper bill, an email one is enough, no sense in wasting money
on paper and a stamp.
They have gotten too expensive- use some of the $ that you are wasting on streets being redone that don’t
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If we pay online can we go paperless for the bill?
Need not to be price out from using water. We use the water for the lawn and household chores. We do
not drink or cook with the water due to chlorine
We went from one of the loest water rates in Wyoming to one of the highest water rates in a matter of a
few years. The Madison line was in terrible shape, losing probably millions of gallons of water per year yet
the citizen have to pay the extra
Now that money was apparently never set aside for upkeep of the line.
I think that the city should provide heavy bins for placing recycleables in The wind in this part of the country
tends to plow the bags and cardboard all throughout the neighborrhods.
Pretty high rates for being the energy campitol of the nation
A more helpful approach to solving delinquencies would be nice when extenuating circumstances such as a
long term illness are present. A lot of this community are facing financial hardships. Your customer service
department seems to lack compassion and understanding regarding the current economic situation.
Online billing is ok, but auto draft needs enabled.
Stop making trash/sewer go up. Offer recycling trash cans like you do for yard waste. If the current rate increases continue, I wonder if I can afford utilities in the future.
I do not pay utilities yet, but my parents say they are WAY too expensive. And I guess they are going up
about every 6 months/
Bills keep getting higher and higher
I am happy to read in the newspaper that the trash will be picked up earlier than it normally is. This town is
very windy, so the sooner it is picked up the better.
I do not pay utilities, my parents do
Just want to thank you all for doubling our water prices in the last few years. Also, the sewer and trash have
gone up considerably. Electric hasn’t gone up much, but I’m sure that is next. You want a nice looking Gillette, people can hardly afford to water their lawns anymore. Was glad to see the reduced price for seniors,
but where will that money come from.
What I’d like to know, is, who pays for all the water that goes on the city parks? Does the parks dept. pay
for it? I doubt it. It gets added to my water bill, so the city can spend their money like drunken sailors without regard for what most citizens want. Do all the city departments pay for their own sewer, garbage, and
electric? I doubt that also. Guess who is watering like crazy after a 2 inch rain. The City. What a joke when
you talk about conserving water. And that stupid ‘Field of Dreams’. That will hardly take any water, will it?
No one that voted for that will ever get my vote again.
I have called multiple times to set up recycling with no response or return call
The way the trash pick up is done is quite hard on the trash containers. They are very often dropped or
knocked over as the truck proceeds to the next container.
The water rates are far too high. The 66% increase over three years needs to be revisited and the rates lowered. I do not believe the city can justify the tremendous increase. How can we expect our city to be green
when people can not afford the water to maintain their yards?
The workers do not notify us prior to needing access to the boxes in our yard and we have large dogs. We
have posted we would like them to but they should make a practice of it.
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Trash pick up should be around the same time every week not random times and try not to destroy trash
recepticles.
Water Quality or Just Finish a roadway project in days instead of weeks and months. Leaving the roads torn
up is annoying and unnessacery
Reduce hardness or mineral content of tap water
Improve water quality
Cheaper rates
I feel the city could replace sewer lines that were cast iron from each house to street sewer line at their
convenience to help the cost of seniors especially in the city limits. Immediate sewer lines are now falling
apart. Most of us seniors just dont have that much money. I feel strongly that the citys pushing this Field of
Dreams through under the table is going to break us all and leave is broke just like the Obama administration is doing.
Please fix the water! Gillette has the worst water than anywhere I have ever lived! Even w/ a water softner.
Don’t keep raising water rates.
reduce amount of chlorine in the water
Focus on our lack of water- treat all our water services/landscaping as if we were always on restrictions.
Better water pressure
Expensive utilities
Water projects, social services, sewer projects are very vague to rate (above)
Allow wind generators (small) in city limits
Please, please, please improve water quality. This is the worst city water I've ever used. Thank you
Reduce price of water.
Better water for drinking.
Water Supply
Gillette has too hard of water.
Water Quality
Lower the city bill rates
Customer Service, Faster Notifications for example high water usage.
Drinkable water, repair streets
my coffee is not as good as I said come have a cup with me sometime it leaves skum on cup and in coffee. I
have until lately thought you did pretty good on 1% tax however at this time with economy as is I don't
want to build field of dreams. I think we should save and take of of the Buildings we are Blessed with.
lower water/utilities
I think water is extremely important and that it should be the main focus to make sure it will be a reliable
source for the future (the Madison project!!)
The city needs to get its own act together regarding irrigation- When going past parks, City Hall, etc. when
sprinklers are on much water is going on parking lots, sidewalks, and into the streets also extremely dry
spots in park should be obvious that some sprinkler heads need adjustment- these need to be monitored
regularly. Code enforcement needs to be proactive- don't just wait for citizens complaints. When a complaint is made one should see correction before two months have elapsed. Something needs to be done
about the deer and rabbits that ravage gardens.
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The sewer smelling lake across from Northland Village and Anderson addition should be addressed. If our
mayor or one of the councilmen lived out here I think it would be taken care of. Thanks
The sewer smelling lake across from Northland Village and Anderson addition should be addressed. If our
mayor or one of the councilmen lived out here I think it would be taken care of. Thanks
The city waters on very hot windy days and wastes water. We conserve, they (the city should conserve)I
suggest less watering and then water at night as we do
The city waters on very hot windy days and wastes water. We conserve, they (the city should conserve)I
suggest less watering and then water at night as we do
I feel that what we must pay for utilities is outrageous! I live alone and NEVER have more than 2 bags of
trash. Yet I am charged the same as those who over-fill dumpsters! Also, the recycling contractor should be
responsible for collecting glass!
Better water development and planning
I would like to see a stronger enforcement of water regulations. Very few follow code in my area.
Encourage more desert landscape and anything else we can do to save water.
CUT ELECTRIC AND WATER RATES
Apply the 1% toward the Madison Bill.
Follow the schedule/ water conscious landscaping ( 41)
Good (34)
Very Good (7)
Excellent (6)
Hard with work schedule and on seniors (5)
The hours are hard on Seniors
Run water when needed only
Score of 1-10, it is a 8.
OK (3)
5
Good, I only water during Aug and Sep.
Good-comply with working schedule
I try! Sometimes if I’m not able to water on my specific day like on Saturday and I have to wait until Tuesday, it’s too long so I’ve watered on Monday.
Good- I really like the signs in the neighborhoods that say who is supposed to water when. I think it increases awarness and accountability.
Very Good
Can’t follow it exactly because of work schedule
Very good, compared to some of my neighbors.
Pretty good
Great compared to neighbors who continuously water their lawns.
Very good-try to minimize water use
Would be more effective if didn’t see water running down street from park watering
great!
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Somewhat good
NOT BAD- We are a fairly eco conserves family
GOOD TO VERY GOOD
great- we don’t have grass we water- I do notice that Wells Fargo waters during the day
Satisfactory
Medium
Very good – odd days- 7 pm to 7 am
We follow the slogan “Do it Right, Water @ Night” and water on our specified days.
Don’t Participate
good
I try 9/10
I do not have a sprinkler system and with my work schedule I can’t always water on my days but I always
water between the hrs of 7 pm to 7 am and only 3 days a week.
We use the water schedule
Very good
We participate!
I try very hard to conserve water. I have xeriscaped my front yard and try to water the grass in the backyard
only on the allotted days.
I conserve water, but a lot of days I have absolutely no water pressure. The only thing I am doing when this
happens is grabbing some water from the kitchen sink. What gives!! This makes it about impossible to do
laundry, dishes, etc.
Make people obey them! Strict enforcement of people watering during the middle of day. And don’t listen
to Bill Greene’s rant the paper. Hopefully the rest of Gillette’s population isn’t stupid enough to think you
are supposed to water for 12 hours from 7pm-7am.
When one drives by the City Hall and some parks when the sprinklers are on, water runs down the gutters
like we’re experiencing a cloudburst. The city needs to set a better example. It’s unreasonable to expect all
watering to be done at night—we don’t all have sprinkler systems.
We have our sprinkler system set to water at appropriate times and do our best not to waste water anytime.
Excellant
I try. Maybe they should think about having kind of rebate to help people who might want to put in waterwise landscaping.
I do what is required
Although we are not on city water currently and have no restrictions, I do my best to conserve water and
am trying to get my yard planted in more xeriscape plantings to be prepared if and when the day comes
that we will be on city water.
My family does what is required of us
I have cut back to try and help.
Medium—but I don’t use a lot of water.
I would rate my water conservation a B+. I use rain barrels and I have only a small lawn. I use plenty of landscape rock in my yard design.
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I fell that since I am paying for my water use- I can water whenever I need.
Excellent
It seems to work, but that is another reason to not expand the parks and athletic areas we now have if rationing our water use now.
Good
OK
We follow the water schedules/times & try to conserve as much as possible. Excellent—I try very hard.
Since I live in an apartment, it’s hard to gauge; but, I’d list them as moderate. I’m sure there are things I
could do better.
I do my best and feel it is sufficient for my household. We have drought-tolerant landscaping and low-flow
fixtures, etc.
I think watering in the daytime should be illegal. Maybe that’s something we can do with our overzealous
cops; Put them on daytime watering patrol.
Great we use rain barrels and put in a rock front yard to conserve water!
Good. I have a sprinkler system so I can set it to my watering days.
we follow the watering schedule
Good. We water on the days we are supposed to.
Seems okay. I am not always able to comply as I have a large yard and no sprinkler system. I probably use
considerably less water than many residents even if I can’t always observe the watering days.
Very good. I conserve like a camel! J
Good
Good
Good. My wife’s, however, are por
I conserve as best I can.
good
voluntary is effect,
I have been following the rules, but it is very difficult to water on the proper water schedule when everyone works different hours and such.
Excellent. I don’t wash my vehicles in the driveway or wash the driveway with a hose. Don’t run extra water
for household chores. Sprinkle system is managed by a smart controller and Pringles are adjusted so water
does not run into the street.
Confusing. In other water conscious communities it’s odd addresses water on odd-numbered days, even
addresses water on the even-numbered days.
We follow the program strictly
Good
Good
We follow the suggested conservation guidelines. For the price of the water and the price of the pipeline
and the quality of the water and expense that goes in to maintaining everything Gillette city water touches,
we shouldn’t have to conserve at all you wouldn’t think.
You always have some that don’t care of listen… mostly folks seem ok with it.
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voluntary is effect,
I have been following the rules, but it is very difficult to water on the proper water schedule when everyone works different hours and such.
Excellent. I don’t wash my vehicles in the driveway or wash the driveway with a hose. Don’t run extra water
for household chores. Sprinkle system is managed by a smart controller and Pringles are adjusted so water
does not run into the street.
Confusing. In other water conscious communities it’s odd addresses water on odd-numbered days, even
addresses water on the even-numbered days.
We follow the program strictly
Good
Good
We follow the suggested conservation guidelines. For the price of the water and the price of the pipeline
and the quality of the water and expense that goes in to maintaining everything Gillette city water touches,
we shouldn’t have to conserve at all you wouldn’t think.
You always have some that don’t care of listen… mostly folks seem ok with it.
I have no yard, but do try and wash only full loads of laundry and dishes. Not sure what more I can do to
help.
I don’t have a sprinkler system, therefore I don’t water the lawn, just the trees and shrubs, and flowers on
my property. So I do a very good job of conserving water.
I don’t really worry about it. I shower as long as I want to.
I like that it’s voluntary- keep it that way
Good.
Fair, who cares? The city doesn’t by the way they water parks after a heavy rain. N one in the whole city is
watering, except the parks dept. funny.
At the moment poor, as I am establishing a new yard with sod
Average
Good. I pay attention and watch my neighbors.
I obey the rules of watering on given days.
I probably use less water than most here as I don’t have a lawn. I do water some outdoor plants, but on the
whole my usage is low.
I followed the watering plan and adjust my sprinklers each week to make sure they are positioned the best
way possible.
Excellent. Disappointed when you see business (Taco John’s on Boxelder) watering full force on Monday
night. 6/25/2012
good
good
we follow them every year. Makes keeping our yard green harder but I think it’s a good thing. It just doesn’t
feel like the city itself follows the same guidelines it asks the citizens to follow.
Good idea. Like that is publisised by an ongoing campaign. Like talking to the city guys about public events.
They have good ideas.
Pretty good
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CAM-PLEX Comments:
Any further comments regarding CAM-PLEX?
Great facility and programs (23)
More variety in events (13)
Too expensive (10)
No (7)
Needs to be more self sufficient (4)
Wyoming Center is unimpressive (Events, seating, layout) (6)
Needs to be more self sufficient (4)
Enjoy the arts-nice varieties offered to culturally effect my life.
Costs too much to use it.
Better concerts-more choices
Concerts and rodeos not in WYO Center- to small
Have not been able to attend any special events other then voting or the 4 th of July fireworks. Would like to
come in future.
High vender fees at events like rodeo discourage participation.
We love having events we can go to as a family-very pleased
More self supporting
We are so lucky to have these facilities! WOW!
It is a very important part of our community and we need to continue to invest in the agency and in the
events that Camplex provides for.
I believe camplex is still truly focused on Cowboys or sports
Cam-Plex is a jewel for Gillette and Campbell County
Its overbuilt for the usage
The chairs in the Wy Ctr should have arms for the handicap.
The park is awesome and gets better all the time with great tree varieties – I use it for my dog park.
too expensive to rent
Need to figure out a way to pay for itself!
The new Wyoming complex is a joke! Can’t hear and is just another energy hall- what a shame
Bring in Event not Cowboy and RV Related
Wonderful complex- As coach of Junior Hockey Team, I have some suggestions on how to make spirit there
more FAN/ Spectator Friendly – call if you want to hear them 689-7764
Event calander in utility bill
Charge to much to attend anything
Wonderful Facility; however, would like to see more events especially during holidays. Needs events on
weekends when people are looking for something to do.
they do a lot w/ a small staff!
Over the top.
Would not pay the big bucks and sit on folding chairs- And not be able to see!!?
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Would like to see the Pyro-Technics convention come back.
Too much western and Kiddie.
I’m disappointed with the seating in the Wyoming Center for concerts. I prefer to travel elsewhere still for
concerts due to the lack of comfortable close seating. The ball was dropped in that area of development.
Love the new WY building! But would like to keep the ice rink year-round.
City should give more money if you’re going to ask questions about how they run it. Just annex it too.
Cam-Plex is a millstone on the backs of the tax payers.
Excellent facility and wide variety of activities. I’m always proud to take our visitors there for whatever reason, and I love to show it off. Good entertainment year round at the Theater.
Subsidizes from the city and county keep it operating because it’s a huge money sink.
Love the arts! They enrich our lives and add color and fun!
What a great place.
I don’t know about the above question regarding recycling at Camplex. I don’t know how much they already do, and at what cost. There should be ‘I don’t know’ on some of these questions.
Maybe they should have more venues for young adults
Funding stream needs to reliable and fair. City DOES NOT support CAMPLEX efforts.
They need to have Kiosok’s around town to advertise and sell tickets. Very inconvenient to drive to CamPlex. There should be a Cam-Plex customer service/info booth at the events held at the facility.
#39 is a dumb question. More recycling that what? I don’t know how much they are doing or the success
they are/are not having
Overbudgeted
What recycling?
It’s a great facility, but we pay way too much to keep it open.
Its pretty sad we paid for this big huge new complex and not allot goes on out there except country concerts. I don’t think that was worth the money. There has been some good shows at the heritage center.
Camplex has a lot of unused area with the infrastructure in. Why are we wasting more money buying land
for “recreation” when we have the land and space already?
Great facility for our county. Love it, overall.
Staff does an incredible job! I’ve worked with them on several events and am always impressed with what
they provide.
It would be nice for some of the family-friendly events to take place on the weekends instead of always on
Thursday nights.
I would attend far more events if that would happen.
It’s nice.
It would be would be wonderful if the Cam-Plex was AFFORDABLE for local groups to perform there.
The Camplex needs a non-profit rate sheet.
Great facility- Wyoming Center under utilized.
They do a great job out there!
Great facility.
I don’t understand why there isn’t any parking in front of the stadium.
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Do not raise the price every 6 months!!!
City needs to step up and pay their fair share in the operation of the facility.
It would be nice if the cam-plex was more affordable for community activities.
Cam-Plex charges a lot for rentals. Since tax money built it shouldn’t the costs be lower? And why have a
nice Wyoming center when no concerts or events come to town? The Wyoming Center should be busy
every week and weekend. Tell the powers that be to get with the program and find a new concert promotion team.
Staff and facilities are top notch
Wonderful facilities
We spend a great deal of time at Cam-Plex and I am constantly disgusted at the lack of handicap accessibility at Spirit Hall. The electronic doors are constantly turned off and the elevator constantly locked. Someone needs to educate the staff of Spirit Hall on the American’s With Disabilities Act and then remind them
that our tax dollars pay their salary so they don’t get snotty with you when you ask them to activate the
doors to accommodate a wheelchair!
They are pricing out the locals from using it
Exterior signage for what is in what building would be great during multiple events
CAM-PLEX is a wonderful facility, we need to make better use of the park as an Arboretum to identify the
tress that will grow here and encourage people to try different trees. Once again identify the name of the
trees, shrubs, with sign. Plant some new alleys like what are there already to expand the Park into the open
grass around the existing park area. Set up a cross country skiing course in the winter months, and cross
country running/walking course for the summer.
I think it should have more venues for young adults- people between the ages of 16 and 24. Maybe music
venues that are not from the 1950s. Maybe groups that are relevant to what we are interested in. Not always sports or to do with staying clean and sober. We get it. We are supposed to stay clean and sober- but
everything we do does not have to be related to that. We need a good club. We did have the coffee house
music thing where we could go play OUR music for people our age, but it seems like the oldsters have taken
that over, too. We sometimes do not have enough to do in this town, and we do not really feel all that welcome. Most things are targeted towards either very young or very old people.
Need more big name events
There should be more for people my age to do
I would like to see more concerts, events
Excellent facility, sound system is much better but still not the greatest
The sound at the Wyoming Events center needs work. I have attended 2 concerts and both times it was not
enjoyable.
They do a great job hosting events of all kinds.
I would like to more improvements made to Energy Hall. This facility has a lot of potential to be a first class
“ball-room” facility.
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Like all our public facilities, Camplex is a true asset to our community.
We should get better bands. That was one of the selling points to building it and it seems like that part
doesn’t happen like my family and I thought it would. Other than that it’s a good thing.
I would prefer to see concerts held in an auditorium, with standing room and seating, not only in the concert hall.
Could do better on the recycling over all. Wish that Gillette offered more recycling options like glass.
What would you like to see in the future at CAM-PLEX?
Better variety/ more concerts (29)
Bigger Carnivals (2)
More events and bigger events come to the event center.
Trade Fairs, Sporting events.
More rodeos outside
Something that appeals to all age groups not just a select group
Continue to bring in outside venues and continue to plant trees, trees, trees.
Continue as it is. Programs. Move forward
Need to figure out a way to pay for itself!
Needs to be more pro-active – what a shame to refuse the NHS finals rodeo. They maybe should pay people w help more able to use volunteers
More picnic tables for 10-15 people (small groups).
Cam-plex needs another Susie Dowler type. Susie knew how to bring top shows into Gillette.
More traffic lights to make traffic flow safer and easier
Pyro-Technics Convention
A better mgr with a fresh vision- Barks was stagnant. Should be able to “rent” ice arena and bring in your
own snacks, drinks, and Birthday cakes, Cost Prohibitive- $300.00 +!!!! Let private parties reserve a space
for nominal charge.
More festivals! And walking/running paths
Year-round ice; more trees
Less money spent to operate, fewer rv rallies being brought to Gillette the traffic here is bad enough.
Keep having events like in the past.
Possibly more job training combined with the College and the high school.
Continued marketing to out of state events to come to Gillette.
Conferences. Have been involved with groups that try to use the facility and it is too expensive and not customer friendly.
Could they do something about the loudness of the PA system at the Wrangler arena? I live at the far end
of Fox Park and don’t need to know who is next up for the barrel racing.
Self supporting
I don’t expect Cam Plex to ever be self-supporting. It would be nice if they could lower the rates for local
users.
No more spending
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Work to bring back pyro convention, we had family and friends schedule vacations to attend.
College Basketball!
A basketball floor for the Gillette College Pronghorns to host their home games.
Please try to keep a lot of open land for strolling and enjoying. Don’t build it up too much.
They do a great job attracting diverse events to the area—please keep it up!
Just keep trying to attract interesting talent, events, etc. and I’ll keep coming!
Outdoor exercise equipment at the park
Kids shows to not be so late on school nights
Use the facilities that are there to their maximum before considering any further building
A think a dog park would go perfectly by Cam-plex or Cam-plex park. It would help Cam-plex out with all
the RV rallies it’s getting because a lot of RV people have dogs too. It’s seems like a win-win.
An actrual ice arena…
Pyro technics guild come back
The WY Center used for what was promised. 1A-2A State basketball. More bleachers for hockey.
Better and more use of the facilities
Continued growth
The schools be able to utilize Heritage Center for their programs, neither of my children had performances
at Cam-Plex this year. Considering we paid for the Heritage Center, I am sure wondering why it’s so rarely
used for community benefit?!
I would like to continue to see the pyrotechnics show, but I don’t think the CAM-Plex is at fault for their interest in going elsewhere. I’d like to continue to see the things that are currently coming to the Cam-Plex:
rodeos, trade shows, concerts, educational events.
Possible small meeting rooms
Maintain the quality of the facilities and programs it offers. Bring back the Pyro-technic Convention.
Bigger name events
More trees on the grounds,
Horse racing with para-mutual betting.
Keep the events coming.
I would like to see removable carpet and chandeliers in Energy Hall
Keep up the good work!!
Some venue for nonprofits who need a meeting place or place for a small event that doesn’t break the
bank.
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Funding, Youth Programs, and Gillette College Comments:
If you are not satisfied with local youth programs and facilities, please explain why?
Not enough programs or too expensive (10)
No children (10)
Youth programs and facilities are great (6)
Too difficult to sign kids up for sports and activities (5)
Don’t hear enough about them (2)
Rec Center swimming lessons are very hard to get into. They need to offer more with the number of youth
in our town.
Have not used them as yet.
No children (2)
We need to continue to invest in programs and activities for a variety of ages and abilities that are accessible to families and convenient for children to participate
No children @ home
NA (3)
Fantastic youth programs!!
Never hear about any and the cost could be and impact.
Too hard to sign them up- Seriously? 5 am sign ups for swimming lessons? And soccer lessons?
Need buses to get kids around in the summer and after school.
My son is not allowed to go to school because of his age. He is not allowed in Kindergarten because he will
not be 5 till December, he tested way to high, he got a perfect score, for Ready for Learning. I believe that
as long as the child will be five by the following January your child should be able to attend Kindergarten.
Unsatisfied because of how the Field of Dreams is being handled and forced on the public because of the
minority of special interests. If you want more ball fields expand and upgrade the current ones at a far less
cost.
There is a BIG drop off of programs and facilities provided to kids after about 5 th grade. There REALLY
should be more for them to do. Maybe they could take some of the money they collect from the stories I
read in the blotter every day, from underage drinking, drugs, and MIP’s, and use some of it to implement
programs for older children/teens/young adults. They need safe places to go. They need more programs to
help them get back on track if they do happen to get into some kind of trouble. I guess that money goes to
the County, so there is probably no way this will ever happen, but it would be nice if they found/used some
funds from somewhere to have more for our older kids/young adults in Gillette. Not enough for teens/
young adults to keep their interest. Too much emphasis on sports, not enough on other possible interest.
Although our community is good about providing young children with programs, there is not enough to do
for the teens and young adults in the area. They have to go to other areas to find things to do.
It leaves them with too much time on their hands and they end up getting into trouble. There needs to be
more for the young adults that is not necessarily sports related.
Seems everything we try to get our kids into are all filled up.
High Schools and Junior Highs are crowded. It’s ridiculous to have our kids running from North to South for
classes throughout the day. We need two High Schools that are separate from each other. So many of our
talented kids are getting shoved aside. They should all have the opportunity to excel.
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It doesn’t seem like the organization of the programs is always very good. Advertising is poor. Sign up for
swimming is crazy. No one should have to go in at 5 am to get their kids into swimming lessons. Online sign
up might help that.
Because the youth in this town have no manners and do not care for anything
What services do you use at Gillette College?
None (75)
I or my children take courses (22)
Attend Events (Donkey Creek Festival, Shakespeare in the Park, and speakers) (12)
Sporting events (4)
Went to college there and got my Associates Degree.
Banquet services.
Community classes-they host a Boy Scout regional event.
Graduated there in 2004
Children have taken college classes there in HS at the same time.
None at this time (2)
None (23)
have considered taking some classes to further career goals
Children take some courses, use open areas for events
GED Classes
None currently.
Classes- Workshops
I go to outside events occasionally
None at the moment.
My wife teaches there.
Limited classes
Tech Center
Space for Boy Scout Merit Badge University in Nov.
Courses
N-Wyo outreach.
I have attended events there
None watched a couple basketball games a south campus
Donkey Creek Festival, walking paths
Very few
I provide a service as a volunteer tutor.
Have attended a couple of community workshops or lectures.
I have one student enrolled and one that will probably go there in about two years.
I have taken a few of the classes.
1 student enrolled in college/Interest in the ‘Camel Advantage Scholarship’ program that the college offers
withing the next year or two.
Part time student
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Auditorium –Faculty expertise—I look forward to their musical programs—I enjoy Donkey Creek and
Shakespeare.
None now. Did attend classes a few years ago.
I took a course this last spring.
may take courses in future.
Used trainings and some basic courses in the past.
I love when they bring the speakers and have events. I went to Donkey Creek Festival. I attended Mark
Jennings’ speech (he was brought by UW) and I went to and winter film festival brought in by some environmental group.
Donkey creek festival and use as a protector site for grad school testing
Use facilities for trainings to work
I have taken classes and used the Tech Center privately.
None. I am retirement age. The college, is, however, the best investment that has been made in Gillette.
I’m taking a summer course there now. I also have attended several events, like the Donkey Creek Festival.
Further Education
Meeting Space
Zero attend seminars and classes.
I attend some basketball games
take classes
I’ve taken a couple of training courses either offered by the College through the Chamber or offered by
other parties using the College facilities. I have also been to see the Basketball teams play, I would count
that as entertainment services for the College
None
Was a full time student. Go to kids DARE ceremonies
Business training courses
Occasional classes that interest me.
I was enrolled at the college but I ended up dropping out. I didn’t understand the processes that were required to stay in. I didn’t feel that I belonged. I tried to tell several people that I was in trouble with attendance and grades, but it didn’t seem anyone was all that interested. Finally, I was told to drop before it
ended up screwing up my future possibilities of attending grade wise. Now all I have to show for it is a big
bill that I must pay back’
We watch the Pronghorns basketball games and my son will be attending college there this fall.
I want to attend GC as part of the Camel Advantage program in the next year or two.
Have attended some seminars there
Library
Donkey Creek festival. A movie screening.
I attend events that are hosted at the college. Generally Presentation Hall, Pronghorn Room, and the main
room at TEC.
Occasional classes
Sports, tech center
Safety classes
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take classes
I’ve taken a couple of training courses either offered by the College through the Chamber or offered by
other parties using the College facilities. I have also been to see the Basketball teams play, I would count
that as entertainment services for the College
None
Was a full time student. Go to kids DARE ceremonies
Business training courses
Occasional classes that interest me.
I was enrolled at the college but I ended up dropping out. I didn’t understand the processes that were required to stay in. I didn’t feel that I belonged. I tried to tell several people that I was in trouble with attendance and grades, but it didn’t seem anyone was all that interested. Finally, I was told to drop before it
ended up screwing up my future possibilities of attending grade wise. Now all I have to show for it is a big
bill that I must pay back’
We watch the Pronghorns basketball games and my son will be attending college there this fall.
I want to attend GC as part of the Camel Advantage program in the next year or two.
Have attended some seminars there
Library
Donkey Creek festival. A movie screening.
I attend events that are hosted at the college. Generally Presentation Hall, Pronghorn Room, and the main
room at TEC.
Occasional classes
Sports, tech center
Safety classes
Conferences
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Would you be willing to contribute tax funding to Gillette College for additional services, why or why
not?
Yes, Gillette College is a valuable resource for this town (55)
No, Gillette College should support itself (21)
I will support Gillette College when and if I use it (13)
Depends on what the money would be going to (10)
N/A (8)
Would like it to become a 4 year college (4)
Good resource for this town.
To see it grow.
We need to support secondary education in our communities.
We should support our local Community College
It brings a younger generation and skilled workers into our community.
Not at this time. (2)
Because I pay enough for tuition
Improves our community
dont go the . I went to the Navy to pay for collage.
It would be good if it could become a four year college.
Not applicable to me. (2)
Love if we could get a university with that money
Don’t use it (2)
Not if it will raise my taxes.
Yes, a strong college system ensures the future well being of our community as a community that has more
to offer the state its residence than mearly energy development
I don’t think it would make a lot of difference
If I wanted to, I’d pay for it when I used it.
Makes more opportunities for people here.
Gillette College has been an excellent addition to our city and needs to continue to grow, physically and
educationally.
At this time, I don’t have any service I am needing
The college facility is needed for the growing community
I like to take an occasional class.
The opportunity to use services in the future
It needs to pay for itself!
Tax depleted
I am paying for my Child Collage not yours!
Any education expansion opportunities are positive
N/A (2)
Higher education is important!
WOULD BE NICE TO HAVE 4-YEAR DEGREE PROGRAMS AND MASTERS PROGRAMS
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WOULD BE NICE TO HAVE 4-YEAR DEGREE PROGRAMS AND MASTERS PROGRAMS
Yes, if the college gets a Culinary School I would be in favor of contributing tax funding.
good growth for the community
When the rich start paying their “fair” share, very tired of all the money going to taxes.
They need to be more self sufficient
The City should take care of the City
While I understand that City/County support was necessary to get the College going, this needs to stop!
The College should be self-sufficient
I would rather have the tax money I pay for Public Schools go the College since my KIDS are College Age.
Not new funding (like additional sales tax) at this time.
I’m too old now- Need to keep for my own retirement.
To encourage Better programs offered more outreach degrees. More ONLINE courses.
The college is important to the growth of our community
The college is a very important part of our community and can help develop people
It depends on what they were.
Education is important
Valuable resources in Gillette
I believe that the college is a crucial component in allowing Gillette to diversify it’s economic base from a
boom and bust energy industry.
It will never be a 4 year university, doesn’t need to be. Is a good stepping stone to bigger things for people.
The money is going to the wrong areas.
I feel that education is very important.
The college needs to support itself.
I have seen Gillette College grow from a few borrowed classrooms to a full facility and would hope that we
would continue to support it so it can offer more degrees available and perhaps include more upper graduate offerings.
Enough with the taxes, the Gillette College is turning out to be more about high pay checks for the teachers
that it is about actually teaching students. There would never be enough money spent on the college to
have the “best” in the state and it needs to be reigned in before it gets out of hand.
Education is extremely important.
The college should be self supporting.
Don’t know. It depends on what additional services you are talking about. I do think that there should be
more done to help them transition from high school through their first year at college. More REAL help if
they start to find themselves falling beyond –or in danger of dropping out. I also think there should be a
few more programs that they can complete at the college. Such as- maybe use some of the medical facilities for a Sleep Study program, a Xray tech program- a few certification programs that they can graduate
from gillette with the ability to get a decent job.
The college needs to offer more majors as a whole.
It is a cornerstone to our community and eventually should be funded and run by it’s own district.
Schools are always a good thing to help.
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IF I could see some kind of student retention or programs to help new students transition from high school
so there would be a lower drop-out rate I would be happy to contribute tax funding to the college. I would
also like to see more programs where students might earn a certification when they are done with college
here so that they could find a decent paying job when they are done.
Based on personnel turnover, Gillette College needs new leadership and evaluate their internal structure
before building and over extending their current employees.
I think the college is a good facility for Gillette and I would like to see it grow.
If they could think of ways to curb the drop out rate and retain the first year students, I would be happy to
contribute more tax funding to the college. I think they need to have a bridge years, a year the new students could transition between high school and college. A year that they will be watched closely, and given
all the support they might need to help them get through the first year. It would end up costing less to the
community if they watched these students more closely, and gave support as needed- than to allow the
high drop-out rate to continue. I also think the college needs more certification classes and usable AA degree programs that would allow the student transition into a viable career, something that would allow
them to leave with a certificate and earn a decent living. Perhaps a Sleep Tech, Dental Hygienist-more
choices that they are offering now, BUT, something that would allow them to transition into the adult
world, allow them to make a decent wage with certificate
More taxs you have to be kidding learn to live within your budget
Maybe—I frankly have other priorities.
The collage needs to stand on its own feet or die, there is no reason to support an institution that is essentially a business.
The county and city have given the collage state of the art facilities, and dorms, and all kinds of kickbacks.
The collage has taken enough of our money.
Contributing tax funding would help the college expand and become more of a draw in turn creating more
tax revenue.
Perhaps- It depends what it is and how it’s presented
We need to tighten our purse strings and watch the budget.
It’s important to have quality college in the community.
We need a bigger collage
The College is critical to our community and should be expanded and adequately funded.
Education is very important!
I already have nearly everything I need in this community. But it would depend on what was being offered.
Would they give up some land for a dog park/
This town so so so needs to get educated. People need to overcome their stupid obsession with high school
sports (note to the jocks, there is a life beyond senior year in Gillette, WY) and embrace educational opportunities. Sports may get you laid but college gets you paid.
Tuition and fees should be used for the college.
If there is something that interest me there, I can pay for it. If there’s not, I won’t have to!
It is important to the community to have a good college
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The college is fundamentally the future of Gillette. Continuing education in all fields of occupations is required and becoming mandatory. Where will we get that if not at Gillette College?
Yes if needed. I would prefer some other projects be eliminated and money redirected to the college.
Education is the future. The more services at the college, the more it will attract young professionals to
come and stay in Gillette, which is what additional services to consider.
Great asset to the community
Expanding the college is something that needs to be done to further the amount of people we get here,
and make this a destination that people will want to go.
Education is important . Take tax money away from AVA and other unnecessary organizations and spend it
wisely at GC.
I do not utilize the college- if I did, I’d be paying for it.
No more taxes, no more funding- quit spending $
I can only speak for mens basketball but they don’t have anyone from Wyoming let alone Gillette on the
team. I think that says a lot for a COMMUNITY college.
To grow as a community it is important to continue to improve upon everything the city has to offer including services provided by the college.
They are already funded. I don’t know what they would offer that I would be interested in. At this point I
would not like to contribute to the unknown.
The college is an important asset to the community.
It would depend on the services
A college is a nice addition to a community and is needed
The college is an important part of our growth and future.
I wish that Gillette College offered 4 year degrees in engineering.
DON’T USE ANY SERVICES THERE.SHOULD NOT BE A TAX BURDEN ON THOSE WHO DON’T USE IT.
Its an important investment in our youth
Not necessary as we are not of college age and our children are a long ways from that age group
Provided the funding was for something useful and beneficial to the majority of our community members. I
am very hesitant to say yes though, because this town has a history of wasting money by throwing money
at things we don’t need because we are so blessed. Depends on what is needed/wanted
To inhace the College’s growth and development
As long as those funds stay in gillette and not in Sheridan, not for administration but for classes or buildings.
See above comment. I think there should be more of a transition from high school to college. I feel that I
couldn’t figure it out and there really wasn’t a lot of help for me. I would possibly like to go back at some
point, but I am not sure.
Because my grandchildren might go there
I pay enough taxes! The college should be supported from students and donation.
I do not pay taxes yet
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See answer #46 I would like to see an expansion of courses available, some extension services for post
graduate degrees.
I believe expanding the college would be good for the local economy
I would like to further my education and hope I can do that here.
I have no need for them.
I would like to see more cultural events there. It would be nice to have some more talks that are open to
the public, ditto concerts and arts events.
The College receives money from the state, county, and City already, as well as charging fees and tuition to
students. They have many funding sources already.
We need more diversification in our economy and this will only be done through education.
I paid my own may and so can others.
I think this a positive, sustainable endeavor that can only grow Gillette and Campbell County
They have their own money and mission.
If they had services I desired I would then use the college as a resource. As it stands now I don’t need what
they offer.
I don’t know that there would be anything I would be interested in?
I believe that education is important and the community college system in WYO has made a strong state.
They receive state funding and charge tuition.
They can manage to pay there own taxes
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Trash Pickup/Yard Waste/Recycling Comments:
How do you dispose of your yard waste, other?
Mulch lawn or compost (14)
Don’t have yard waste/ don’t know (14)
We also use the drop off site and mulch
Throw it over the fence.
In addition to the City yard waste program, we occasionally have to take it to the facility drop off, as our
waste container is full. Perhaps we could have a choice in the size of container, so in the spring and fall, we
don’g overflow.
Dump near my home
was @ end of block and always full- By 2 houses
to a friend to use in country.
If you are not satisfied with the City’s blue bag recycling program, please explain why?
Wish we could recycle glass(14)
Would like to replace Blue Bags with bins(13)
Plastics(10)
More variety overall ( 11)
Don’t participate/ don’t know what it is (7)
Wish we would recycle more- Glass, more plastic.
Never heard of it.
A greater variety of materials need to be recycled. Im frustrated w/ the city’s use of grass that has been
turned in for recycling
We need recycling bins. Some don’t know what to recycle. Or how.
Wish we could expand to recycle glass.
need more convient way to put out our recyclable.
I see where it ends up
Was told my bags too heavy. I am old, fat, crippled and I take them to the street. Blue bags more expensive...not willing to fill them less.
I take my recycling to the blue trailer at Don’s Supermarket
does not always get picked up
I feel the city should recycle all recyclables. Not just aluminum/tin cans and # 2 plastics and cardboard.
We need to be able to recycle all numbers on the plastics
Not so much the blue bag, I wish there were pick ups at businesses. We go through a lot of paper and take
it to a blue trailer.
There are not enough of those around and they are always heaping. I’m satisfied, but should make other
people do it. I hate seeing people who pay for 2 garbage cans because they throw away everything.
I would like to recycle glass and also more plastics.
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I don’t participate because I think that I already pay way too much for utilities in gillette, and I don’t want
to pay more to make it easier on the city to recycle. I am supposed to rinse out all the containers for one
thing. How much money am I wasting in water to do this? There really should be individual containers for
different items like they have in other communities. I also don’t believe we should have to pay extra to
have our yard waste carted away so we can be charged to use the resulting mulch. Just my opinion.
I will not participate until they have individual containers for individual products.
Co mingling of recycled trash onn pick ups. Recycles should be presorted and picked up on separate days
We are told to save water. Then we are told to rinse out all containers. We can’t do both. I think there
should be separate containers for separate items, cans, glass, paper, etc
N/A
Why do the Rec Center, Court House, etc. not recycle—or if they do, why not improve efforts? I know a lot
of paper (and aluminum?0 hits the garbage at the Rec Center.
I live in an apartment, and they don’t participate. I recycle myself (bag the items and bring it to a place for
drop off), but would like to see more outreach to people who live in apartments.
This program should be mandatory it is in many other states and countries and the cost of hauling trash
should not go up for those participating in the program.
I wish there were more things that could be recycled, such as #5 plastic. I would also like to be able to include white paper in the recycling that gets picked up.
Blue bags are wasteful. I wish we had a bin system. It’s not like we can’t presort our own materials. The city
spends countless man hours sorting our recyclables. Why don’t we presort?
Would like the ability to recycle more items-glass, other plastics, etc.
I guess we reyle more than most people, but we had to buy a pretty expensive blue bin at Home Depot to
keet it all in.
I would prefer just having a large tub to place outside like the garbage cans, instead of the blue bags.
We need recycle bins. Blue bags laying around for a week is so unsightly.
Switch from the bags to baskets.
I think that the city should provide heavy bins to place the bags in. So that the bags and cardboard are not
blown throughout the neighborhood on pick up day.
It would be nice to have a container/can to put recycling in so it doesn’t blow all over. Need a glass recycling program.
Don’t participate
I put my newspaper in a separate bag from my plastics and cans but when it is picked up, it all gets thrown
together. Doesn’t that get the newspaper/cardboard dirty then it cannot be recycled?
Don’t participate
I have contacted the city several times to set up recycling in home with no response.
We use non-recyclable bags for recycling. Do not pick up glass, paperboard, chipboard, and many different
types of plastics.
Need to be able to recycle more than 1-2, plastics and glass at the curb. Should not have to go to the dump
to recycle.
Wrapping paper cannot be recycled, even though it says that it can be on the paper itself
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Would like more options like for glass. I would be willing to take my glass somewhere. Also more plastics.
Again I would be willing to take it to a collection area. Like that salvageable goods can be reused.
Any comments regarding the City’s blue bag recycling program?
Program is simple and easy to participate in (15)
Need bins instead of blue bags (14)
Would like to recycle glass, more plastics, and overall more options (11)
Don’t participate/ not available (9)
Love how simple and easy it is- makes me more likely to participate.
Instead of buying bags I wish there were containers available like the regular garbage bins to use over and
over for recycling
Landfill employees occasionally instruct patrons to dump batteries and cardboard instead of taking a little
more effort to recycle.
Never had a problem.
Never heard of it.
Do good job
I see lots of weeks the bags are not always picked up on our street
We need recycling bins. Some don’t know what to recycle. Or how.
No (3)
Would like to expand the number of items that we can recycle.
It’s a great program and easy to use. The people coming around collecting are pleasant.
Please keep recycling!
Wish there were bins instead of bags. People who recycle get a discount off of garbage services
Clean up the sites! Drop-off
Good idea.
DON’T KNOW WHERE TO GET BLUE BAGS
Drives me crazy to see the bags blowing down the street in the wind!
Needs to recycle more things
Free bags would be nice. It is hard to find them in most stores in Gillette.
We need more recycling locations for household wasteAnother subsidized program that loses money?
I recycle more now that the blue bags are picked up at my home. I appreciate that we don’t have to sort
the recycling items.
See above
Not at this time
Don’t like that it’s a bag instead of a canister or garbage can type container. That would be much cleaner
and easier to use.
Great program, I would like to see more items added like cardboard cereal boxes
See above statement
I actually signed up and put plastic bottles out and they were never picked up. They were in a white bag,
but it was the right day.
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I would like to see a recycle dumpster at my apartment complex.
Love it.
Let’s recycle glass and more types of plastic.
I am glad that the city has a recycling program similar to habitat for humanity restore would be beneficial
and the proceeds could help find some of the beautification projects in Gillette.
More plastics recycling and glass recycling would be great.
To many restrictions on what you can recycle, I think all plastics and metals of all kinds should be and can
be recycled.
It’s a great program, but it would be very nice to be able to easily recycle glass ( I just threw away a bunch)
and more plastics.
I know the county is working on that, so I hope it comes to fruition.
Good job, keep up the good work.
I have heard thru a rumor that people that do recycle- their recycle gets thrown in with the general
trash????
I don’t know how to begin
We need to be able to put glass somewhere.
I don’t know if it available on my street or not, that is why I don’t participate.
See above
Keep the program going, it is a good program. If it is loosing money because there is not market for items
explain what is happening, and drop the losers out until market returns.
Don’t participate
It would be nice to have actual containers like the yard waste containers
I would like to see plastic totes that hold your recyclables so that your stuff doesn’t get blown away.
I think I would rather have individual bins for individual items.
I think it is a great program that I REALLY need to start participating in!
Would like to see it go from bags to bins, and start picking up glass.
I would really like the City offer roll out dumpsters due to the high winds. We get a lot of our neighbors recycling in our yard on windy days. The dumpster would also help with hauling the items out and storing
them. I hear a lot of people say they would recycle if they had a dumpster to store it.
I’m not sure how to be involved. No one ever explained to me how to do it.
Please keep it and get the lady at least one helper
Expand what can be recycled
Seems easy to use.
MAKE IT MANDATORY, EVERYONE NEEDS TO RECYCLE PAPER, PLASTIC, GLASS/BOTTLE
Be able to recycle more items. Reduce the cost of water
As far as I know we do not have recycling available to us at our apartment complex. It would be great if we
could receive that service also.
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What projects for conservation and recycling would you like to see implemented by the city?
Would like more recycling variety (glass, high numbered plastics, software, etc.) (24)
Better water conservation awareness (9)
Would like to see more recycling in parks and around town (6)
Would like bins instead of bags (4)
No comment (3)
Wish we would recycle more- Glass, more plastic.
Recycle bins for homes
Recycling electronic components such as old computers
More awarness (like the conserve like a camel signs) that show people how and why will increase greater
participation and buy in
City should use their own concrete and asphalt like the county does
No Comment
Peoples participation
Get rid of the grass and nasty weeds- conserve what water we have!
More neighborhood yard waste or place to drop offBlue Bag taking glass
More recycling spots at events offered by anybody or at parks
Would like to see residents have no junk stored on property for all to see, needs to be garaged or in a storage unit NO chickens!
Paper phone books more # of plastics
Recycle all items that can be recycled.
Take more kinds of recycling items.
It would be nice to see a blue trailer in the industry park.
Another day when you pick up big items from our house, maybe in the Fall?
Enforce watering conservation measures.
None
They should give away composters and water devices/barrels. Or, they could allow us to pay a specific
amount per item, and to pay maybe $5 to $10 extra on our utility bills until they are paid for.
A can recycling location where they pay for your cans by weight would be a good incentive for people.
The city should provide free composting containers/water barrels, and allow participants to pay a small
amount monthly on their bill, say $5 to $7 a month until the container/barrel are paid for
I love your water program
Make the mulch available again. Mulch conserves water and beautifies
None come to mind
Glass recycled
When possible, expand the range of materials that we can recycle—more plastics, pasteboard, etc. I know
this has to be economically practical, though. Please see that as many public facilities as possible are recycling.
Glass recycling. Trash pick up—more events like the Trash-A-Thon.
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Offering cash rebates or discounts on the utility bill for recycling would be great!
Industrial supply recycling and mandatory recycling
Encourage at local stores to use reusable bags instead of plastic bags. Recycling more available and noticeable at our school and events.
Better conservation of water on the part of the government agencies as well as citizens
I can’t think of anything that the city isn’t already doing. Michael Foote does a great job.
Turn off sprinklers when it is raining. Convert city trucks to run on natural gas.
Where is the $ coming from to take on this conservation-more departments?? Quit spending $
I think that the city should accept and recycle more plastics. Smaller towns that I lived in the past accepted
plastics 1-9.
Pushing residents to do more. Make recycling easier by providing recycling dumpsters in neighborhoods
instead of only at retail locations
Glass recycling. More kid involvement
Don’t know
Away to take glass too
Have recycling bins next to each garbage can throughout the city especially in the parks.
Grey water for parks/school grounds.
More composting, rain water collectors being offered at reduces prices. Someone to call me back when I
attempts to set up recycling
Better monitoring of the city sprinklers, more aluminum recycling at the parks
I would really like the City offer roll our dumpsters due to high winds. We get a lot of our neighbors recycling in our yard on windy days. The dumpsters would also help with the items and storing them. I hear a
lot of people say they would recycle if they had a dumpster to store it.
See above. Adding more things to recycle.
Recycling bins at parks and more bins at events.
Get more items included in the recycling- like cardboard cereal and cracker boxes, other types of plastics
Improve recycling programs and education, include glass and other materials, plastic #3 and up. Thanks
Would like to be able to recycle no. 5 plastics and pasteboard
Accept more items to recycle (glass, other plastics, etc.)
get credit on billing for recycle at your home
Include glass recycling in curb side pick up- even if I have to sort it myself
Additional recycling option for plastic and non-corrogated cardboard.
Easier recycling of glass. Maybe a separate dispensing area, other than having to take it to the landfill.
If you are not satisfied with the yard waste collection, please explain why?
Bins are not large enough (6)
Too expensive (5)
Wish it came more often/ regularly (3)
Don’t participate (5)
Wish it came more often.
N/A
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Was @ end of block and always full- By 2 houses
It takes several calls to get them to pick up waste even though they say they have started pick ups.
One yard dumpster is not enough to hold an average size lawn. Bring street dumpsters back.
Thank you for making this a weekly pickup!
Too expensive
Don’t know about it.
The bins provided are not large enough for all the grass
Instead of being charged, we should be rewarded for keeping the yard waste out of the landfill.
Would like larger containers, or more frequent pickups. We often have more yard waste than the container
holds…especially spring and fall
Please see above, blue bag recycling program.
It should be included in our trash pick up bill instead of paying the large amount of money that they want
for an extra container.
I don’t want to pay so much extra for a container that I might only fill once or twice over the season. I think
it should be included in the existing pick-up. I would rather compost my own waste if I could do it in a way
that would not bother my neighbors, such as in a closed container
Please keep open the drop off site on Sundays or bring back the big dumpsters!
N/A
I do not generate enough yard waste to require a weekly pick-up. I do, however generate some, especially
in the spring.
Don’t have easy access to a truck to haul my waste to the drop site. It would be nice to be able to sign up
for a one time pick-up, or even a once a month pick-up during the summer months rather than having an all
(being weekly) or nothing option.
I don’t participate because I think it’s expensive.
The larger containers were useful. I cannot dump all my stuff into my yard waste container, especially when
my trees decide to shed leaves or limbs.
I don’t think the city ought to charge to pick up yard waste. I should be a serve that the city provides along
with trash service.
The dumpsters are not quite big enough to fit an entire yard’s worth of grass in when we mow once a
week.
Don’t use it
We tried it during the first year and couldn’t stand the smell of the grass after sitting in that tote for a few
days!
Don’t participate
The bins provided are not large enough for all the grass
Instead of being charged, we should be rewarded for keeping the yard waste out of the landfill.
Would like larger containers, or more frequent pickups. We often have more yard waste than the container
holds…especially spring and fall
Please see above, blue bag recycling program.
It should be included in our trash pick up bill instead of paying the large amount of money that they want
for an extra container.
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I don’t want to pay so much extra for a container that I might only fill once or twice over the season. I think
it should be included in the existing pick-up. I would rather compost my own waste if I could do it in a way
that would not bother my neighbors, such as in a closed container
Please keep open the drop off site on Sundays or bring back the big dumpsters!
N/A
I do not generate enough yard waste to require a weekly pick-up. I do, however generate some, especially
in the spring.
Don’t have easy access to a truck to haul my waste to the drop site. It would be nice to be able to sign up
for a one time pick-up, or even a once a month pick-up during the summer months rather than having an all
(being weekly) or nothing option.
I don’t participate because I think it’s expensive.
The larger containers were useful. I cannot dump all my stuff into my yard waste container, especially when
my trees decide to shed leaves or limbs.
I don’t think the city ought to charge to pick up yard waste. I should be a serve that the city provides along
with trash service.
The dumpsters are not quite big enough to fit an entire yard’s worth of grass in when we mow once a
week.
Don’t use it
We tried it during the first year and couldn’t stand the smell of the grass after sitting in that tote for a few
days!
Don’t participate
Supply more trash bins around town for recycling and for yard scraps (grass clippings, tree limbs)
If you are not satisfied with the trash pickup, please explain why?
Too expensive(8)
Garbage staff often damage and spill dumpsters (7)
Needs to be collected more often (5)
Trash collection works well (5)
Need pick up more often
I live in Indian Hills and we now have to put our dumpster on Indian Hill Drive because truck driver said our
street is an ice rink. Accident waiting to happen L
If trash falls out of cans Garbage staff will leave the trash on the streets.
N/A
When a Traash Container is Damaged by Trash take or other it Takes forever To get repaired/ replacedLooks Like the can should go in trash when Damaged.
With the exception of the blue bag plu.
Don’t like the drivers throw the cans down and we have to put them upright. They are very heavy for some
of us!!
Trash pick-up could improve, I have witnessed the city employees pick up the trash can and miss the truck,
rather than get out of the truck and pick up the mess they drive off.
Cost
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Very expensive for 4 pickups a month
I don’t believe we should have to pay extra to have our yard waste carted away. If it were included in the
price of regular trash pick-up, I believe you would see many more people participating in the yard pick up
program, rather than disposing of their yard waste in a different manner.
Trash pick up always seems to be very professionally done
I have a neighborhood dumpster right out my back door which stinks. I love the ease and size of the dumpster, but not its location. So probably I would support individual cans in my neighborhood.
Trash receptacles could be a bit larger
Would like to see more of these events held.
Alot of times my trash can is not completely emptied and a bunch of trash falls out all over the street and I
have to go pick it all up afterwards. I do not overstuff our can so this should not happen, but more often
then not it does.
They cans are sometimes damaged when dropped, and sometimes the trash spills and the truck operators
do not pick it up.
I live alone and generally do not generate enough trash in a week to fill a can. I would like the option of either an every other week pick-up at a reduced rate.
Cost keeps going up
You never know when trash will be picked up from one week to the next. I’m sure it’s difficult to keep
things exactly on schedule, but it could be picked up first thing in the morning one week or 2 o’clock in the
afternoon the next.
Won’t pick up extra if on occasion you have an extra bag
I get sick of picking my dumpsters and at times it has blocked the drive to my home. I live in an apartment
complex (for lack of better term), but the city provides the trash pick up. Also, it seems like there is not
enough dumpster space and it causes trash to blow through my neighborhood. Maybe they could pick up
the trash more often to fix this issue?
Am
My parents seem to think it works well
Generally works well. On windy days we get a lot of stuff blowing into our yard because people fill their
bins too full or put them out 2-3 days ahead.
Cost to much wen they pickup one dumpster a month at 302 w Redwood
Have the Garbage pick-up at the same time each week The Time of day of the pick-up.
Better code enforcement with trash removal peoples house and business being run out of houses with out
permits.
Make your transfer station better, I think it is wrong to raise rates to sort the trash, we are paying plenty
already, that is what a transfer station is for
My neighbor continues to take my garbage container and uses it- while I am wrking out of town- They take
it to the street for pick-up- then doesn’t return it- and now it has disappeared! I now have one of theirs- As
they had (2) This is not eight “My back hills is washing away towards my house the city needs to fix this for
us all???
The community/ household trash pickup is too early in the year. It needs to be in May rather than around
Easter.
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If you are not satisfied with the building permitting process, please explain why?
Never used it (19)
Seems like we have a no can do attitude- like we are smarter than all the precedent being set in surrounding cities and states that are bigger and may have more experience.
There are different rules depending on who you are. ie some of the newly constructed churches in our community.
Because if I’m remodeling why do I have to pay more for no reason
Have not had experience with this.
I have not used it recently to know.
Don’t know (2)
N/A (3)
Appears to be restricted to small contractors
They make it as hard as possible
Get different rules from each inspector- inspectors do not come on scheduled days then its my problem to
reschedule
I have had both extremes of experiences here. One time, they were extremely helpful and even friendly.
Another time they were very rude.
You Dont Have Room on these pages for my opinion
Quality of personnel
Don’t know much about it
Don’t know anything about it
Rules for permitting always seem to change depending on who you are dealing with that day.
It has become too complex and seems to have no room for common sense.
No one there could answer my question about building a carport-type structure.
Have to redo a lot of shit because our townhouse was put up to fast during the last boom.
No one enforces the need for a building permit for anything outside of new construction
I have heard that it’s difficult to meet city code when remodeling your house.
City engineers are lazy and put ink to paper to just sign off on stuff
If you are not satisfied with the ePlans submittal process/system, please explain why?
Never used it (19)
No contact
I know nothing about it
? what is it?
N/A (4)
Don’t know what eplans are?
The city refuses to issue us with electronic documents yet we are required to submit electronically to them?
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What do you think should be the highest priority for Gillette in the next year?
Bring in more business and shopping (37)
Reduce spending (29)
Better water conservation/quality and Madison Pipeline (25)
More street repair/maintenance (22)
Making Gillette more community oriented (13)
Youth programs and activities (13)
Drugs and alcohol (12)
Field of Dreams (9)
Public Transportation (6)
Dog park (6)
Building more schools (4)
Affordable housing (2)
Social services for low income, education youth/mentor programs, keeping youth out of drugs/alcohol.
Continued development that draws visitors an commerce.
Enjoy more shopping and eating choices- Sam’s Club of Costco.
Street repair, city maintenance, keeping cost down.
Prevent crime in Gillette, dog park
Securing an affordable and reliable water source Building another High School and JH
Making it easier for middle and low income to enjoy what Gillette has to offer.
Keeping businesses open that could close because of construction areas
More shopping- Why do you think everyone goes out of townThings for kids to do, a mall
Improving water quality and more affordable housing road conditions
Street maintenance and construction of new arterials
Planning Field of Dreams.
Services for kids at risk
Better road and more shopping district
Streets-Maintenance-Safety-Shopping
More work
Water!
To cut back on spending with such an uncertain economy
Doing something helpful w/ the old rec center!
Madison Water Project
Getting the Madison water project completed. Beginning the 1 st phase of the Field of Dreams. More dorms
for the college.
Continue to keep on bringing in new business so spending stays in the community – more/better retail and
restaurants.
Save some money
Water
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Watching budget- keeping up with what we already have clean and safe
Getting the water system in place.
Adding 9 additional holes to Gillette Country Club
Expansion; Affordable housing
Public transportation- the councilman that said we dont need this- needs to talk to a few disabled people!
And people on fixed income! It cost $16. for a taxi ride to the grocery trip!
Maintain the outlook for our energy sales- coal-gas-oil
Beautification
Maintain some sense of fiscal responsibility
Saving money- taking care of what you have –
Move city Dump to the north landfill to lower cost to the City and County to ship what I haul!
Traffic Lights/ controlled intersections
Crime prevention, especially drugs-gangs.
BRING IN NEW BUSINESSES
Bringing in more places for people to work
Good roads and good water. More jobs
Improve retail
Cracking down on the drugs and drunk driving. Bring in more Retail Shopping.
Community activities/ involvement
Expanding the Gillette Golf Club nine more holes. Let’s do more for the adults of the community and place
less emphasis on the kids luxury lifestyle in Gillette.
Water “Madison Main”
DUI Prevention
Increase Police presence and better drug control
Allow people more control on their property
Complete “Belt Loop” roads. We also need a shopping Mall, so we don’t have to shop out of town. Also
more restaurants.
Water- Conservation and addition of Madison Pipeline
Retaining businesses and getting new businesses in city
Water, Sewer, Law Enforcement, and Roads
Street repair and care
The water project
Get the sense of community back. People are so rude. The news record is ridiculous and the Fox radio is not
community oriented at all unless you have deep pockets. I’m not a fan of Sheridan but their radio station
96.5 is amazing with supporting the community. I don’t even listen to Gillette stations anymore.
Bringing in business to establish a solid economy. We need something in Gillette that will support a middle
class income.
Right now our main focus is on energy and rail road (shift work NOT great for raising a family) and minimum wage jobs like new restaurants. It would be great if we had something to support families.
Public transportation!
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Planning! Work with County! Annex islands. Make Bill Kemmerling, Scott Brady and the Nepstads pick up
their s***hole of Tanner Dr. We don’t build $200,000 dollar homes and new school for people to come
here and look at that crap. Get it together and make an effort to work with the county.
More shopping and extra curricular and recreational and entertainment. We are letting too much money
leave our town and state because of the lack of these things.
Economic Development.
Rein in spending—the mayor and some council members seem to be trying to make a name for themselves
by spend! Spend! Spend!
Street maintenance and repair
More shopping and restaurants and more family oriented stuff to do
Business growth, new industries other than minerals, more diverse shopping, fewer regulations.
Fix the pot holes in the parking lots
Drug enforcement
Some kind of public transportation AND trying to find some answers to the drug problems facing our young
people, and the drugs coming into our community from other places.
Making Gillette safer as a whole with a focus put on pedestrian safety.
We need to pay more attention to our young adult students. There is too much access for drugs and alcohol and not enough for them to do. I also do not like the program where they say things like ’75 percent of
our students have not used drugs or alcohol in the past week’ So, what that says is that 25% of our students
ARE using drugs or alcohol on a regular basis? What about the previous week? How many of that 75% have
used drugs the previous week? I am not sure about the exact numbers/percents, but I think it is a stupid
program, it means nothing, and we need to be doing more regarding drug use in our community
Savings
Start building the new field of dreams, plant more trees and try to get new restaurants and shops
I used to rate Gillette as a good place to live, but not anymore. The “good ole boys” in leadership positions,
both elected and hired is getting old. The like –minded approach is hurting the community and fresh ideas
are really not accepted all that well.
Economic diversity. We need some other industries to take the heat off during down times in the energy
industry. Continue to support our energy industries.
Most important is our kids. We need to be more proactive in protecting them from under age drinking and
drugs coming into the community. These issues are destroying many of our kids before that even have a
chance to grow up. Also, there is not much help for them after they find themselves in trouble. The program that shows the percentage of our students that is not drinking/using in a specific time span is a falure.
The kids are not reading this information. If they do, they think it is a joke. It is just there to make the adults
feel better about the situation. We shouldn’t feel better. When I hear, “79% of Gillettes students chose not
to do drugs last week” I wonder-what about the previous week? What about the 20% that did choose to
drink or do drugs? Isn’t that a very high %? I think it is a falure of a program, and I cant help but wonder
how much money that program has cost us in more ways than one.
Reduse spending and not build the field of dreams
Gillette has been shy about its bragging rights. It historically has been great planners and accompishers.
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Water project, fixing drainage problems
Revamping infrastructure
Make Gillette a place companies want to move to and open there doors. If we are only the energy capital of
the nation, we won’t have much if the energy business slows down.
Fund infrastructure, yet not go hog crazy on stupid stuff – like statues. BE open about how things are
funded and then stick to it. The pipeline was not explained well enough. Attract better shopping and dining
option. How about safeway-somewhere besides walmart and albertsons!!!
Efficient movements of traffic and maintaining what we have, not building more
Control city spending.
Reduce spending in preparation for a possible lean year next year.
Continue to complete the Madison project
Maintaining what we have.
Retaining lots of natural places
New high school
Supply for growing demand. And lower cost of living. Gillette has boomed but so congested, stores etc. not
supplied, not variety, prices of everything so high (even low income rent is ridiculous and not very low income), Doctors, Hospitals, etc.
Not great still prefer to go to Rapid City for shopping, all medical, activities, dog Park etc.
Get that dog park going, please!
Shopping! More speakers at Gillette College. A dog parks! Normal liquor laws that don’t hurt young servers
or kids who want to eat at the bar at Applebees with their parents. Also, attract businesses that bring in
young, educated professionals…
Immigration control. Illegal residents are sending a lot of money away from our city to Mexico and taking a
lot of our benefits for their family members I.e . Wic reduces hunches.
It’s too late to back track and “unapproved” projects that have already been approved, but really, look
around town. Industrial areas are mixed with neighborhoods, and it looks shoddy. Houses are approved in
mashes and we have whole neighborhoods with water problems in their basement. Maybe get an actual
PLAN instead of approving everything!
Metering out budgets for projects in accordance with the economy and the state’s plan with continued
support of social service agencies.
Continue to plan for the future. It pays handsome dividends.
Taking care of infrastructure and facilities already built- less building of new facilities until the economy stabilizes or money already exist for new buildings. Stop tearing up paths, streets,trees, etc. not long after
they are built.
Working on making ordinances more business friendly to entice businesses (restaurants, shopping etc.) to
come to Gillette. Also, get started on the Field of Dreams. These add to the quality of life and diversifies the
local economy.
Boys and Girls Club, positive establishments for youth.
Not allow chickens in city limits
Continue the development of the streets and roads to support the expected expansion.
Fiscal responsibility!
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Bring in more shopping and crack down on the speeding through the area. These young people are out of
hand with these toys especially on Lake Way
A more complete business base. Diversity.
In every aspect of city government there needs to be more emphasis on careful budgeting and reduced
spending.
An ombudsman to help resolve problems and review complaints for the council.
Bus Services
What do you think should be the highest priority for Gillette in the next five years
Bringing in business (Shopping, restaurants, jobs) (58)
Making Gillette more community oriented ( 25)
Focus on water conservation and the Madison Pipeline (19)
Controlling/watching local economy (17)
Field of Dreams (14)
Beautification and Parks (12)
Same (12)
Controlling drugs and alcohol (rehab center, patrolling) (6)
Maintain streets (6)
Public transportation (3)
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Expanding economic opportunities to diverse companies
Same as above. We also need to start focusing on Gillette’s again population.
Downtown revitalization
Diversify the city’s economic base.
More road extensions support CCEDC. Don’t give incentives to businesses to come here, they will come because they can make money.
Economic Development.
Control spending. It’s not necessary spend every cent that can be raised through taxes. Be conservative.
Continued water procurement
Business growth, new industries other than minerals, more diverse shopping, fewer government regulations.
Continue building roads to keep up with growth.
Field of Dreams
I think Gillette really needs to open its eyes to the drug problems our young people are facing in this community- and to develop some alternative programs for them. Otherwise, we should start partnering with
the hospital and school system to provide more rehab and long term care for these young/ soon to be
adults because there is NOTHING available to them at this time.
Making Gillette a more family friendly place by haveing more activities for kids for free and working at making Gillette non-smoking.
Public transportation
Savings
More roads to cut across town, more trees and water
Pride in neighborhoods. It is sad that so many new areas are full of oversized vehicles, which makes it hard
to drive through the streets. Understand that they are work vehicles, but some type of enforcement would
be great. Plus pedestrian cross walks are a joke as their isn’t any courtesy to stop.
Continue to make Gillette an attractive place to live. Increase business opportunities and retail shopping.
Fund the Field of Dreams.
Two things: We need some kind of public transportation with the next 5 years. Most communities our size
have some kind of public transportation. # 2-Same issue as above- as we will still be seeing the fallout of the
kids that were not protected from drugs coming into our community at this time, or didn’t get appropriate
help- as well as any kids there people might have. We can do something to try to take care of this problem
now, or we will be dealing with the aftermath for many years to come.
Reduce spending
Madison water project—get ‘er done. Help CamPlex meet their mission. Help establish a transit system for
workers and shoppers
City security
Revamping infrastructure
Being prepared if coal goes away- to support citizens
Maintaining what we have and lightening our tax load
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Focus on bring in more shopping/dining choices
Complete the Regional water extensions to the outlying water districts
Figuring out ways to diversify the community.
Planned growth so as to retain parkland and prairie accessible to most citizens.
Field of Dreams
Attract more business, both big (Target, etc.) and small (i.e. independent restaurants) --- bonus if those attractions include more independent arts opportunities such as live music.
An art house movie theater. More retail. Normal liquor laws… More big, beautiful trees.
Increasing the volunteer community and getting Gillette back to the sense of community it had fifteen
years ago. Stop wasting money on unnecessary extravagance and provide citizens with the necessities instead of the elaborate sports facilities. Instead of field of dreams how about a children’s museum for the
public not just the school district.
Dog park.
Continue to diversify and grow our local workforce and economy.
The Field of Dreams, water, street beautification, dog park, more shopping and restaurants, the downtown
revitalization
(more of a nightlife), expanding the college.
Continue growth in businesses/restaurants and attractions.
Good, sound planning for growth
Begin building and using some of the expected resources for the field of dreams because I see it as a major
priority.
Fiscal responsibility!
Field of dreams construction
Quit spending $ build a mall to keep money local Bringing in more shopping opportunities. It can be a little
frustrating to have to leave town to shop.
Get water line built.
Better water
I think the town needs more activities to keep adults and young teens busy. This is a medium size town with
the night life of a small town. We need more culture
Work at getting some type of industry established here. Minerals ae great but markets are volatile. Ranching doesn’t pay the big bills.
Water project completion and conservation practices. New sports fields for kids to play ball on- there’s new
schools- hello- don’t you think those kids need a place to play baseball, football, soccer, etc? And forget
about kids playing basketball- there’s not enough gyms in town to all that activity.
Finishing water project, recruiting diverse industry
Infrastructure
Field of Dreams. If this is done right it should bring in more visitors and new residents to this area and
therefore should attract more large companies and attractions to this area.
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Planning more educational support like the SCIENCE CENTER or focusing on our youth safety and childrens
programs
I hope we grow and do not look back and wonder why we spent so much money on statues and flower
beds and so little money on our youth and saving for the recession. I also hope to see local contractors still
in business since the City doesn’t have any desire to keep business local with regards to contractors.
Not forgetting that there are buildings north of the interstate. Some buildings are looking really dilapidated
and dangerous. Gillette should not put all its efforts into Southern Expansion (meaning, build some nice
things in the north too). If the city continues to focus on South beautification/expansion only it’s going to
create a ghetto in places like “downtown” and all along 2 nd St. Even 1st street looks scary at parts. Don’t forget the history that is North of I-90
Ensuring development occurs in a positive way and that construction is completed with good quality. More
coordination should be done with Count Parks and Rec for consistency in these facilities.
Schools and kids
Replacing the cement on 1st street from Burma west toward connection with 14-16 Retaining the job
growth in our community
Again more shopping, Field of dreams is an awesome idea. The future generations will love it!
A Target or another Walmart.
Saving money from stupid, huge projects like “Field of Dreams” to pay down debt on water, sewer, etc.
Better retail shoppin available, especially clothing
Better streets and sidewalks, water,
I support work to put in bikepaths and greenways. While economic development can be a positive for job
creation, they should be the kind of jobs that people want to keep. Ugly industry and ugly development will
hurt the reputation of the city in long the long term, so it should be planned responsibly and the city should
look for businesses that can stand on their own two feet no matter what happens to the energy industry in
the coming years. I like the sculptures the city puts out. I think the city could do more to bring in some innovative or experimental artist, perhaps to Cam-plex. Following the success of this year’s Donkey Creek, some
other multi- act music event could be worth looking at I admire the solar garbage compactor near city hall I
think more sustainability innovation like that could Gillette on the map as a forward- looking town.
Maintaining the services already established.
Expanding Gillette College and Field of Dreams (changing the name too)
More activities for kids and adults. I can think of several things to do around here (besides drinking, and going to the bars) because I was born and raised here. But I hear people all the time complain there are not
things to do. And going to the bar is the only thing to do in Gillette. and all that makes me sad.
Clean up the trash along the roadways. Continue street maintenance and expansion… tie Lakeway into
Force Road.
Continuing to beautify and improve the community.
I've lived in Gillette all of my life and am content here. Continued efforts in beautification will help others
enjoy more.
Stop the blatant protection of our local building contractors. Policies enacted have made them noncompetitive as they know they have the backing of City officials.
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Residential substance abuse facility
More affordable and varied shopping.
Continued support of social service for our most vulnerable (Kids and Sr.s)
Stabilize spending instead of building/starting anymore huge projects.
Dog Park
Expanding economic opportunities to diverse companies
Same as above. We also need to start focusing on Gillette’s again population.
Downtown revitalization
Diversify the city’s economic base.
More road extensions support CCEDC. Don’t give incentives to businesses to come here, they will come because they can make money.
Economic Development.
Control spending. It’s not necessary spend every cent that can be raised through taxes. Be conservative.
Continued water procurement
Business growth, new industries other than minerals, more diverse shopping, fewer government regulations.
Continue building roads to keep up with growth.
Field of Dreams
I think Gillette really needs to open its eyes to the drug problems our young people are facing in this community- and to develop some alternative programs for them. Otherwise, we should start partnering with
the hospital and school system to provide more rehab and long term care for these young/ soon to be
adults because there is NOTHING available to them at this time.
Making Gillette a more family friendly place by haveing more activities for kids for free and working at making Gillette non-smoking.
Public transportation
Savings
More roads to cut across town, more trees and water
Pride in neighborhoods. It is sad that so many new areas are full of oversized vehicles, which makes it hard
to drive through the streets. Understand that they are work vehicles, but some type of enforcement would
be great. Plus pedestrian cross walks are a joke as their isn’t any courtesy to stop.
Continue to make Gillette an attractive place to live. Increase business opportunities and retail shopping.
Fund the Field of Dreams.
Two things: We need some kind of public transportation with the next 5 years. Most communities our size
have some kind of public transportation. # 2-Same issue as above- as we will still be seeing the fallout of
the kids that were not protected from drugs coming into our community at this time, or didn’t get appropriate help- as well as any kids there people might have. We can do something to try to take care of this
problem now, or we will be dealing with the aftermath for many years to come.
Reduce spending
Madison water project—get ‘er done. Help CamPlex meet their mission. Help establish a transit system for
workers and shoppers
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City security
Revamping infrastructure
Being prepared if coal goes away- to support citizens
Maintaining what we have and lightening our tax load
Focus on bring in more shopping/dining choices
Complete the Regional water extensions to the outlying water districts
Figuring out ways to diversify the community.
Planned growth so as to retain parkland and prairie accessible to most citizens.
Field of Dreams
Attract more business, both big (Target, etc.) and small (i.e. independent restaurants) --- bonus if those attractions include more independent arts opportunities such as live music.
An art house movie theater. More retail. Normal liquor laws… More big, beautiful trees.
Increasing the volunteer community and getting Gillette back to the sense of community it had fifteen
years ago. Stop wasting money on unnecessary extravagance and provide citizens with the necessities instead of the elaborate sports facilities. Instead of field of dreams how about a children’s museum for the
public not just the school district.
Dog park. Same
Continue to diversify and grow our local workforce and economy.
Same as above
The Field of Dreams, water, street beautification, dog park, more shopping and restaurants, the downtown
revitalization
(more of a nightlife), expanding the college.
Continue growth in businesses/restaurants and attractions.
Good, sound planning for growth
Begin building and using some of the expected resources for the field of dreams because I see it as a major
priority.
Fiscal responsibility!
Field of dreams construction
Quit spending $ build a mall to keep money local Bringing in more shopping opportunities. It can be a little
frustrating to have to leave town to shop.
Get water line built.
Better water
I think the town needs more activities to keep adults and young teens busy. This is a medium size town with
the night life of a small town. We need more culture
Work at getting some type of industry established here. Minerals ae great but markets are volatile. Ranching doesn’t pay the big bills.
Water project completion and conservation practices. New sports fields for kids to play ball on- there’s new
schools- hello- don’t you think those kids need a place to play baseball, football, soccer, etc? And forget
about kids playing basketball- there’s not enough gyms in town to all that activity.
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Water project completion and conservation practices. New sports fields for kids to play ball on- there’s new
schools- hello- don’t you think those kids need a place to play baseball, football, soccer, etc? And forget
about kids playing basketball- there’s not enough gyms in town to all that activity.
Finishing water project, recruiting diverse industry
Infrastructure
Field of Dreams. If this is done right it should bring in more visitors and new residents to this area and
therefore should attract more large companies and attractions to this area.
Planning more educational support like the SCIENCE CENTER or focusing on our youth safety and childrens
programs
I hope we grow and do not look back and wonder why we spent so much money on statues and flower
beds and so little money on our youth and saving for the recession. I also hope to see local contractors still
in business since the City doesn’t seem to have any desire to keep their business local with regards to contractors.
Not forgetting that there are buildings north of the interstate. Some buildings are looking really dilapidated
and dangerous. Gillette should not put all its efforts into Southern Expansion (meaning, build some nice
things in the north too). If the city continues to focus on South beautification/expansion only it’s going to
create a ghetto in places like “downtown” and all along 2 nd St. Even 1st street looks scary at parts. Don’t forget the history that is North of I-90
Ensuring development occurs in a positive way and that construction is completed with good quality. More
coordination should be done with Count Parks and Rec for consistency in these facilities.
Schools and kids
Replacing the cement on 1st street from Burma west toward connection with 14-16 Retaining the job
growth in our community
Again more shopping, Field of dreams is an awesome idea. The future generations will love it!
A Target or another Walmart.
Saving money from stupid, huge projects like “Field of Dreams” to pay down debt on water, sewer, etc.
Better retail shoppin available, especially clothing
Better streets and sidewalks, water,
I support work to put in bikepaths and greenways. While economic development can be a positive for job
creation, they should be the kind of jobs that people want to keep. Ugly industry and ugly development will
hurt the reputation of the city in long the long term, so it should be planned responsibly and the city should
look for businesses that can stand on their own two feet no matter what happens to the energy industry in
the coming years. I like the sculptures the city puts out. I think the city could do more to bring in some innovative or experimental artist, perhaps to Cam-plex. Following the success of this year’s Donkey Creek, some
other multi- act music event could be worth looking at I admire the solar garbage compactor near city hall I
think more sustainability innovation like that could Gillette on the map as a forward- looking town.
Maintaining the services already established.
Expanding Gillette College and Field of Dreams (changing the name too)
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More activities for kids and adults. I can think of several things to do around here (besides drinking, and going to the bars) because I was born and raised here. But I hear people all the time complain there are not
things to do. And going to the bar is the only thing to do in Gillette. and all that makes me sad.
Clean up the trash along the roadways. Continue street maintenance and expansion… tie Lakeway into
Force Road.
Same
Continuing to beautify and improve the community.
Residential substance abuse facility
More affordable and varied shopping. Continued support of social service for our most vulnerable (Kids and
Sr.s)
Stabilize spending instead of building/starting anymore huge projects.
Making kids in this town learn manners and respect themselves first and then others
What do you think should be the lowest priority for Gillette in the next year?
Field of Dreams (43)
Parks and beautification (16)
Building (13)
Spending (7)
Sports (7)
No comment (6)
Field of Dreams (5)
I don’t think we need a Field of Dreams on such a big scale with the poor economy.
New projects
More Roads
The proposed Field of Dreams 1 city bus system.
Planting Flowers
Beautification
Crime, there aint much in Gillette, but they act like we do.
No more New Bldg’s
Building big projects
Beauty. The people make it welcoming
Additional Parks-Field of Dreams
No comment. Just continue to keep Gillette moving forward.
Building new parks
More parks
There is none
I think the field of dreams is a great idea whos time has not yet come. Give the economy time to stabilize.
Building more streets
Downtown revamping
Rait hikes
Beautification, just take care of what we have
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NEW PARKS
More fancy parks
Stop sending City Officials on boondoggles. Seriously, what does our Mayor know about coal and China.
Send a coal official and an experienced miner next time.
Field of Dreams
?
Beautification and Recruiting Workers from out of town
Building “stuff.” For the last 5 years, it seems like the council’s biggest priority is to build a road, building or
extension to show their grandkids and say “I built that”.
Don’t know
Buying more stupid statues and “art”
The stupid dog park
I love that our city is beautiful and trash free, but if money is short, beautification projects should be on the
bottom of the list.
The “Field of Dreams”
Beautification—you have done such a good job so far!!
Parks
Field of Dreams
More housing
Sports related venues. We already spend enough on sports related venues. What about the students/adult
that not interested in sports related venues?
Building new parks.
Sports
Field of Dreams
Spending on those things that “would be nice to have”
Parks and ball fields—statues
Parks and beautification
Field of Dreams
Field of Dreams
Field of Dreams
Field of Dreams
Field of Dreams other than ball field s that are fully needed at this time
Road extensions
Encouraging more growth
Sports
The field of Dreams just does not impress me. The funds could be better spent improving/expanding existing facilities and building what does not yet exist. Not to sound redundant, but we already have tons of ball
fields and NO dog park. Why not build just one dog parks and a few more ball fields, rather than dozens of
fields taking priority?
Doing things to enhance sports culture in Gillette, WY… Making the liquor laws stricter.
Covering the utility boxes and the avenue of art.
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Field of Dreams, it’s just somebodys dream and we really don’t need something that big and pricy. We have
excellent areas for people to use, keep those maintained.
I don’t think in those terms.
More building of sports facilities
Social services and outside agencies. How many people do they actually help? I don’t know anyone. While
some are justified and have a good purpose, many play the system and spend taxpayer money fruitlessly.
Gillette pays out way too much money for its agencies. Field of Dreams
Main Street Program, our down town looks great. Much better than most cities in Wyoming.
The availability of raising chickens in town…
New regulations.
The ridiculous Field of Dreams!!!!!!!!!!
Raising tax another one percent to pay for frivolous “needs”.
Field of Dreams
Field of Dreams
Parks
New golf course, indoor baseball and football stadium
Not sure.
Stop annexing county subdivisions.
Field of Dreams- overall concept is too much, too costly ($600,000 for a design?) Part of the design are
great- other parts are not needed (seriously- a refrigerated sled run?)
None
Field of dreams
Parks. I think that Gillette has enough parks already and the City should see about bringing in more business and attractions to this area.
FIELD OF DREAMS
Field of dreams
Anything to do with statues, flower gardens, etc… Unnecessary expenses in a recession is absolutely not
justifiable. We need to also be employing local contractor even if they have to charge more. It’s basic economics.
Expansion of 59 or 4-J roads (I think those are both good, with the exception of flashing yellow turn arrows).
Spending taxpayers money and useless things like a 8 million dollar softball field and unnecessary items for
county/city employees
The Field of Dreams.
Redoing McManeman Park
Sports. We spend WAY too much energy and money on sports in this community. There are other things
besides sports.
Raising rates and taxes
A dog park.
“Field of Dreams”
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Expanding our parks other than more baseball/softball facilities
Building more streets
I don’t support new roads. We should support on maintaining the ones that we have and improving the
center of town.
Expansion of services for a population that will never materialize
Field of Dreams as it stands now.
My tax money going to support people that continues to breed.
Parks for now
Starting any major projects until economy is set on a good course
Building a 90 million dollar baseball complex; the “field of dreams” project
Beautification. New streets. Field of Dreams and spending more dollars on planning that. Really $1 million?
Field of Dreams
What do you think should be the lowest priority for Gillette in the next five years?
Field of Dreams (17)
Parks and beautification (10)
Spending on development (13)
Not sure (12)
Parks and beautification (10)
Field of Dreams (2)
Saving taxpayer money in large amounts
Opportunities/places for youth activities
Field of Dreams- Need to have fundraising and endowment to fund it. Not taxes and Government funds
Crime, there aint much in Gillette, but they act like we do.
depends on economy
Not sure
Beauty. The people make it welcoming
Maintain and continue to improve all aspects of our city.
There is none
I love that there is so much to do here. I’m not sure it’s the governments place to provide more. Keep us
safe and , maintain what we have
New Parks
SAB-Beautification
No New roads being built, take care of what you have.
Field of Dreams
The “Field of Dreams” project.
Quit recruiting- we are growing too fast!!
Same as above.
Dog park
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Field of Dreams
Parks
Field of Dreams
Sports related venues
Sports
Field of Dreams
Reduce spending
Parks and recreation
Beautification
Field of dreams
Same
New construction unless it helps the future growth of the economy.
Encouraging more growth
Lowest priority?
Not sure. With population growth we need to keep an eye on having enough for everyone, including roads,
public services, shopping, schools, etc.
We probably need a nice new convention center that can accommodate all the people that Cam-plex cannot accommodate.
Developing a bunch of spendy sports facilities and focus on things that will help our youth progress more in
things that they will actually be doing in ten years.
Continued maintenance of existing facilities at a higher level
Can’t fairly say because I probably won’t be here in five years. Building an enclosed structure for City West.
A smaller condensed version would be a much better allocation of resources and funds… Should be about
NEED not Want.
New regulations.
Raising tax another one percent to pay for frivolous “needs”
Field of Dreams
Parks
Not sure.
?????
Don’t need any dog parks. After a month of use, they’re just field of dog crap and dead grass.
None
Field of dreams
Field of dreams
I would like to see the city cautiously approach the growth of the community and infrastructure and would
like to see fewer business owners sitting on the Council blocking competition from coming in to our community.
I can’t pick any one thing that should be ignored for 5 years
Same as above
Same
Same, don’t raise our tax us to death
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A dog park.
“Field of Dreams”
Same
In general, I am not a proponent of big development. I say make what we have as beautiful and efficient as
possible.
Gross expansion of roads and services for a population that will never materialize.
n/a
same
Field of Dreams
Any final comments?
The City of Gillette is a great place to live (33)
City needs to budget/save money (19)
City needs to focus on maintaining what we have (16)
Would like more businesses to be brought into town (9)
Do not build Field of Dreams (8)
More programs to help families, seniors, and the disabled (8)
Better customer service/employee care (8)
Dog Park/ pet laws (7)
More Police patrols and enforcement or codes and laws (5)
Build the Field of Dreams (3)
drugs and alcohol control (rehab facility and minors) (3)
In need of public transportation (3)
More focus on roads ( 3)
It is great when the City and County work together for Gillette!
Instead of thinking of new ways to spend money, city should be trying to limit budgets in light of the global
economy situations.
Need to make balancing the budget a priority. Also having Gillette affordable for folks retiring and who are
on a fixed income
I honestly think we need more shopping so we can shop here and not out of town!
Make more activities to keep people busy instead of getting in trouble
Mentioned previously a dog park would be a great addition to our town. Some place dogs could run free to
exercise.
Wait for economy to get better on Bldg more Bldgs
We are so lucky to live here!
I grew up here, and it is now my home as an adult. When a community is important to people they will invest in it and take care of it. We need greater comm involvement and the city can help to promote this,
provide for it, and reinforce it.
Provide some type of public transportation
Bring more concerts/exhibits things of interest to town.
Need more for kids to Do
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None
It’s been a great community for us- bothe times we have lived here – Chose to come back after leaving for a
period.
Our city has progressed tremendously over the years. Be responsible but keep our city moving forward to
improve the quality of life for all citizens.
Public transportation- the councilman that said we dont need this – needs to talk to a few disabled people!
And people on fixed income! It cost $16. for a taxi ride to the grocery trip!
I would like to see more enforcement on people who trash out there yards
City workers provide excellent service. Mayor and City Council with exception of a few incredibly ignorant.
Wonderful City- We have been here less than a year and it has been a great experience. (other than the
parking complaint)
Would like to see more shopping options
If businesses would get their employees to be more customer savy, keep prices competitive with example
( Billings, Rapid City) people would spend more money in Gillette Taxes need to Come down, exp (vehicle
sales tax) Money would stay in Gillette.
Drug use out of control-affects everyone.
ZONING SEEMS SKETCHY THERE ARE A LOT OF TRASHY AREA THAT NEED REDEVELOPED OR CLEANED UP
Please do not put the drawing info on survey- would get better responses if kept anonymous
Streets for new subdivisions are way to narrow and to add the three foot sidewalks, serves no purpose,
when company vehicles and residents vehicles park on the street, only on car can get through, and visibility
for children darting out is zero. What were you thinking?
Take care of the City necessities before spending money on luxuries and organization request
To save
postage- be able to view bill online
Gillette is in desperate need of “Senior friendly” facilities- most importantly an Adult Daycare center. Gillette would benefit greatly with the addition of one of these.
Build ball parks if we need them. Quit waiting so much money on consultants for projects that may never
come to fruitition.
There should be restrictions on CCMH- it has MONOPOLIZED healthcare- and effectively shut out private
enterprise.
It’s hard to say what should be priority when I don’t know what you’re working on. So I don’t think it’s fair
for me to say what should be priority. I wish we had happy people here. There isn’t much to do here either
unless you’re an alcoholic.
I love living here!
Plan, plan, plan!
The deer in Gillette need to be controlled. They can ravage yards and gardens.
Those who complain about Gillette services are those who have not been here very long. As compared to
city services and activities through the 60’s and 70’s, we are living in pure luxury now. Yes, there are things
we can do better, but let’s not forget how far we have come!
Stop the blatant protection of our local building contractors. Policies enacted have made them noncompetitive as they know they have the backing of City officials.
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Those who complain about Gillette services are those who have not been here very long. As compared to
city services and activities through the 60’s and 70’s, we are living in pure luxury now. Yes, there are things
we can do better, but let’s not forget how far we have come!
The city needs to maintain and keep Potter Avenue mowed more often.
Stop trying to turn Gillette into a tourist town. There were no questions about business/shopping in this
survey. No more focusing on beatification projects, parks, and sports, the money being spent on parks is
getting out of hand. People are moving here for jobs, not moving here for a place to walk their dog. Local
government’s purpose is to provide well maintained
Roads, utilities, and police/fire protection. Is everyone going to have a job mowing park land for the City in
the future?
I like living in Gillette.
Now that we have more structured infrastructure in place (road wise), we REALLY need to consider some
kind of public transportation. Even if it only hits the main arteries at specific hours, and maybe only if it is
mini-vans instead of big busses. We really do need to have something available. Most other communities
our size have some sort of public transportation available to its citizens.
No
Quit voting off emotions and score keeping. Do what is right by the citizens you represent.
I am looking to retire in a few years and am hoping that Gillette will have the amenities and stable economy
to make it possible to stay here. I think the city is headed in the right direction.
Please lets live within our budget and only do 1 major multi million project at a time
The city council nee to listen to citizens- get out and talk to them- that’s whey you CHOSE to be on the
council. Don’t promote your own “politics” and such, listen and represent the citizens!!
You want to spend spend spend. It’s time to learn within our means and not follow Washington DC’s lead
on how to break the backs of working people
Gillette is a progressive City with progressive leaders. I commend the Mayor and Council for building roads
and improving the infrastructure of the community at a time when the naysayers are coming out of the
woodwork.
Future generations will thank the progressive decisions being made today regarding water and roads.
Generally love this community
1. I forgot to mention something re: snow removal, and there is no “back” button. I notice that snow is
plowed off the roads but left piled high on the sides and sidewalks. One example is the stretch of Overdale
between Trail and Prairie Wind Schools.
There are many multi-family housing units there, and nobody takes care of the sidewalks. Even the mailboxes are sometimes impossible to access in that area. 2. Speaking of multi-family housing, we need a way
to make property owners clean up their properties and not allow broken windows, overgrown yards, and
discarded furniture, etc. be a regular occurrence.
Check out Oregon between Overdale and Westover for an example. I realize there is a need for low-income
housing, but it is frustrating to live in a well-kept moderate neighborhood and then have to drive through a
run-down “slum” area to get where we need to go. Thanks for listening.
Keeping city employee's salaries competitive- we need to keep the good people we have!
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Those who complain about Gillette services are those who have not been here very long. As compared to
city services and activities through the 60’s and 70’s, we are living in pure luxury now. Yes, there are things
we can do better, but let’s not forget how far we have come!
The city needs to maintain and keep Potter Avenue mowed more often.
Stop trying to turn Gillette into a tourist town. There were no questions about business/shopping in this
survey. No more focusing on beatification projects, parks, and sports, the money being spent on parks is
getting out of hand. People are moving here for jobs, not moving here for a place to walk their dog. Local
government’s purpose is to provide well maintained
Roads, utilities, and police/fire protection. Is everyone going to have a job mowing park land for the City in
the future?
I like living in Gillette.
Now that we have more structured infrastructure in place (road wise), we REALLY need to consider some
kind of public transportation. Even if it only hits the main arteries at specific hours, and maybe only if it is
mini-vans instead of big busses. We really do need to have something available. Most other communities
our size have some sort of public transportation available to its citizens.
Quit voting off emotions and score keeping. Do what is right by the citizens you represent.
I am looking to retire in a few years and am hoping that Gillette will have the amenities and stable economy
to make it possible to stay here. I think the city is headed in the right direction.
Please lets live within our budget and only do 1 major multi million project at a time
The city council nee to listen to citizens- get out and talk to them- that’s whey you CHOSE to be on the
council. Don’t promote your own “politics” and such, listen and represent the citizens!!
You want to spend spend spend. It’s time to learn within our means and not follow Washington DC’s lead
on how to break the backs of working people
Gillette is a progressive City with progressive leaders. I commend the Mayor and Council for building roads
and improving the infrastructure of the community at a time when the naysayers are coming out of the
woodwork.
Future generations will thank the progressive decisions being made today regarding water and roads.
Generally love this community
1. I forgot to mention something re: snow removal, and there is no “back” button. I notice that snow is
plowed off the roads but left piled high on the sides and sidewalks. One example is the stretch of Overdale
between Trail and Prairie Wind Schools.
There are many multi-family housing units there, and nobody takes care of the sidewalks. Even the mailboxes are sometimes impossible to access in that area. 2. Speaking of multi-family housing, we need a way
to make property owners clean up their properties and not allow broken windows, overgrown yards, and
discarded furniture, etc. be a regular occurrence.
Check out Oregon between Overdale and Westover for an example. I realize there is a need for low-income
housing, but it is frustrating to live in a well-kept moderate neighborhood and then have to drive through a
run-down “slum” area to get where we need to go. Thanks for listening.
Get rid of the damned Mexicans!! Lawbreakers only get a slap on the wrist. No consequences. Police won't
give back items in their evidence room recovered after a robbery, even after proof of ownership. Garbage
pickup people have ruined the blacktop on our alley because they drop the dumpster so hard.
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Would like to see law enforcement to be able to do something about the cell phone and texting while driving,
have had a couple of close call on an accident because of this. Also can the do more checking on illegal people here and taking away jobs?
Thank you for asking!
There is a lot of waste by the city- tearing up sidewalks, streets, etc. that are recently constructed- what’s up
with this?
Wouldn’t happen if it was private money.
Overall, Gillette is a nice community, but I more than likely will not stick around because it has so little to offer young professionals. If you’re young and not a labor worker, you don’t fit in. Where are the smoke-free
bars, the book stores, the lounges, the nightlife?
The field of dreams is something that this town would prosper from. People are crazy that don’t think that it
is something that is necessary… I don’t have a kid in sports but I can see where the demand for something in
that regard has merit. Also, those people that think that it’s all coming in one year need to check their facts,
because it’s a process and it has stages of implementation. People just need to be more understanding and
get the truth about things.
Field of Dreams should not be pursued at this time. The cost is far too great for the return.
Build the Field of Dreams but look at your needs, not your wants. We need space for 700 plus baseball kids,
we need space for 600 plus junior football kids. Do we need four fields for 100 Girls to play softball or twelve
fields for 100 kids to play soccer? Maybe the school district needs to let go of their holy football fields and
allow other sports on them. The Bicentennial Imelda’s get beat own to dirt in several places every year but
hey grow them back each year and the kids play on them continually.
Gillette is a nice place to live, but I will not retire here.
We are proud to call Gillette home
CITY COUNCIL NEEDS TO BE REPLACED ALONG WITH THE CITY ADMINISTRATOR. WE NEED PEOPLE WITH
SOME INTELLIGENCE RUNNING THIS COMMUNITY. THEY NEED TO BE MORE FISCALLY RESPONSIBLE AND
STOP WASTING MONEY CATERING TO THE FEW WHO BITCH LOUDEST.
Please do something to educate your “customer service” team on the meaning of the term “customer service” they seem to have missed that course. Please stop wasting money on beautification and put it to use
building our community and infrastructure and employing local companies.
I’m sure I do not fully understand the importance of this but I find it intriguing the number of studies that are
paid for in order to decide to do something. Then we also pay for the doing of that same thing.
Let those of us who have spayed and neutered our pets have three dogs and three cats as it is now without
slapping us with a $100 fee for “Kennel” license and “inspection”. Those who refuse to spay or neuter their
cats or dogs should have to get a Kennel license, and the fee should begin at $25 per animal and increase by
$25 for each animal they add. For example, 1 unneutered dog is $25; an unneutered dog and unspayed cat is
$75; an unneutered dog and an unspayed dog an unspayed cat is $150. More than 2 animals the premises
have to be inspected to ensure the safety of the animals and any offspring. This would accomplish the goal of
encouraging the spaying and neutering of pets and avoid damaging those who have been good owners under
the existing system.
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A couple of questions ago I was asked how I would rate Gillette as a place to live, work, and raise children. I
would have liked to have a section to say more about the answers. I think until Gillette has its’ young adults
as more of a priority, it will not be an excellent place to live or to raise children. We all want to get out as
soon as we are 18, (or before if possible), because there is really nothing for us here. I do not want to raise
children in Gillette the way it is now.
I absolutely love the Gillette- I would highly recommend it as a place to live and raise a family .
Down with “Field of Dreams”! Concentrate on making Gillette utilities and basic services affordable.
Take better care or roadside ditches (mowing of weeds) More trees
When ever I go to other communities I am always glad to get back.
You folks are doing a good job.
I am so proud of Gillette and the incredible and BEAUTIFUL town it has become. I stress beautiful because I
remember 35 years ago when our town was not so pretty. We have come a LONG way since then. Keep doing
what you are doing because it is working. Try new things, but not just for the sake of change. But rather because they are needed or to enhance what we already have.
The City has many fine services, and has done excellent job of taking care of its growth. However, the idea
that Gillette will ever reach a population of 50,000 people in the foreseeable is a pipe dream. It’s nice to use
as an excuse to push major projects, but is unrealistic in the long run. When the first Madison Line was being
built, the studies said Gillette would reach 30,000 by 1990. It didn’t happen until 2009- almost a 20 year difference. Even if one thinks that coal will continue to expand due to exports to Asia and new ways to extract
otherother resources will be found, technological efficiency will limit the number of people necessary to accomplish this. It would be wise to take an honest look at these projections and proceed accordingly.
We live in a great, diverse community. I wouldn’t want to live or raise my family any where else!
Please, Please, do something about the trash along our roadways. How can we be proud of our town with all
the trash?
The Field of Dreams. We do need ball fields but they don’t have to be fancy. Especially with the coal industry
as it is now.
That’s the life blood of this town. Over spending now could hurt Gillette in the near future. Why do we need
to spend that much to make things look like we live a in a metro area? If I wanted to have fancy stuff like
Denver does I would move there. Please stop wasting the city’s money on expensive stuff we really don’t
need.
Getting close to retirement, want to stay here and live without our taxes rising too much if we don’t have energy companies to help us out
Seems like sometimes the City of Gillette and the people running it want to spend money to build monuments. Please some consideration for running and maintaining after they are built. The biggest and best will
be outdated at some point.
Think about useability for the long haul. Sometimes there good alternative that can be maintained for the
long haul at a cheaper rate and still get the job done.
Not really a city service but we need a true Detox/ Treatment Center please consider sending a survey concerning this issue in an upcoming utility bill envelope!
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Other Questions Comments Cont.
Be aware of noise and speed violations of vehicles on 4-J/ Lakeway and lunch and 5:00 PM and Sat. evenings
suggest a stop light @ Walmart and 4J to ease school bus regulate traffic, bike and walkers.
Restaurants seem to be coming, yeah! More shopping- would love to see a Target, Kohl's and Scheels
we should be acting as if
BETTER REPONSE TIME ON RETURN CALLS
The handicapped situation in Gillette is awful! The businesses should be forced to improve and provide access for handicapped citizens!
Wife and I have resided in Gillette 45 years and have seen tremendous growth, all good, we believe city government is doing good work!
Totally stop beautification projects, do not institute field of dreams so there is money for street repairs
Burned old homes Osborne and Brooks. No mayor projects unless the public approved, put it to a vote. NO
FIELD OF DREAMS- NOT A PRIORITY!! you can't take care of what is here already.
Continue the placing of Art objects around town. Also, the corner flower gardens.
Give residents an incentive to plant trees.
We have complained about our utility easement for years because we have a huge drainage problem and the
city has done nothing! Make people move their fence and clean up in the easement so it drains properly!
Better neighborhood patrols. Dog Park
Many communities limit, and have a city ordinance, per residence. Example: 1 dog and 1 cat or 2 cats or 2
dogs. Some ordinances limit the pet to one per residence. Gillette has a problem.
Improve the things we have instead of making new.
Senior housing that is affordable on retirement easy access (no stairs) and homey but not fancy.
can't think of anything!
Get New Meyor Forget Field of Dreams
keep up the good work. I'm pleased with any development I have had any dealings with.
I love Gillette It's a well run town. Don't know enough about to comment
Rec Center should be normal hours on weekends why bother 1-4 on Sundays.
More garbage bins on walking paths please!
Controlling barking dogs
Better Management
Hire more people to provide vital services (i.e. sewer, water, police) then only buy art and do beautification
project if funds are available
Help for low income and disabled people
Airline services. Service and Rates comparable to Rapid and Casper- Gillette is losing customers because it is
cheaper (better service) in Rap and Casper including gas and parking fees.
We need to start worrying about water, water, water, not Field of Dreams. NO "Field of Dreams"!!!!
Don’t know if this is what you want, but I would like to see a Heart Dr. in Gillette_ Casper makes a lot of
money from Gillette area!!!!
Bike path all the way around Camplex and up to Collins Heights Also why coat the street with tar and rock
when it should have a complete overlay of blacktop. tar and rocks still left holes and dips.
Nothing, keep up the good work :)
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Other Questions Comments Cont.
Longer hours for Animal Control, A drop off for recycling glass, pasteboard recycling option, "Watch For Children" signs.
We shouldn't have to worry about running out of water if we water our lawns. As the city grows obviously we
need more water. To spend 3/4 of a million dollars on wishes/feasibility of the Field of Dreams- is a nightmare for those of us in the lower income bracket. our kids ball fields wouldn't have to be major league ready.
Better Cost Management. Too many "studies" are paid for with tax dollars to study various issues. We ought
to have enough paid staff to do such things. We are looking alot like spendy- Washington, DC! We need to
save for our rainy days- starting now.
Pay for the projects that are in place!
I think money from the 1 percent sales tax should be used to build the science center!!
My understanding of the 1% sales tax when it was started for special projects not utility matanence or new
construction. we have gotten away from that. That is why I rated the above priorities the way I did.
Feel you are doing a good job. Are there any programs for single parents w/ children in connection with child
care?
Need MORE things for kids to do!! ie: fun park, petting zoo etc...
I would like to have drinking water come from the sink- It have a metalic taste. Also I would like to see the
Road fixed in front of Joes Plumbing by JakesEnforce the ban on fireworks within the city limits. Patrol Stanly, Church, and Elon Streets more often for
drug activity.
Wiser spending on things we can do without (Do not need) so there is plenty to go for things that we can’t do
without and to maintain what we already have.
Get rid of Family Services it is a joke to say the least They do everything they can to disrupt a family
The sewer smelling lake across from Northland Village and Anderson addition should be addressed. If our
mayor or one of the councilmen lived out here I think it would be taken care of. Thanks
Better roads and clean up all the potholes before winter cleaner water and less hard water
Stricter focus on current and future economy recognizing the high probability of poor economic conditions
nation wide; stop all parks and beautification projects. Like FOD which is very extravagant attempt to out
spend every other city in Wyoming
Prices go up up up new svc should be chargd accordingly
Mowing of Right-of-Ways
Let people know when youre going to sweep streets and gutters so we can move our cars
Watch your spending. If you don't have the cash in-hand dont buy it. Too many special interest projects"Field of dreams" (what a joke)-Challenger Center
You do a great job- Thanks!
that the Mayor and City Administrator would not be so spend happy with tax payers money the Field of
Dreams only a select few will git any good out of that the people that are for it should do fundraisers for it so
the tax payers dont have to pay for the whole bill
LET EM HAVE THEIR PET PIGS!!
more information
new mall, Target Store, Best Buy, more restaurants.
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Appendix A
2012 Citizen Survey
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Thank you for taking the 2012 Annual Citizen Survey. Information obtained by the survey is used by the City when making
important decisions about the community. When taking the survey, please mark one and only one answer box. Please return the
survey to the City in the enclosed postage paid return envelope. If you are interested in being entered into the drawing for one of
two $75 Goldbucks or three $50 Goldbucks, please fill out your contact information on the last page of the survey. Thank you fo

Public Safety
Please mark only one answer for each question

Very

Somewhat

Safe

Safe

Excellent

Good

Somewhat

Very

Neutral

Unsafe

Unsafe

Neutral

Fair

1. How safe do you feel in your neighborhood in general?
2. How safe do you feel in your neighborhood at night?
3. How safe do you feel in business areas in general?

Poor

4. How would you rate each of the following on safety?
•Overall quality of City police protection
•City police response time
•Overall quality of Fire Protection/Rescue
•Fire Department response time
5. What type of crime are you most fearful of in Gillette?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
6. Any further comments regarding the public safety of Gillette?

Parks
Please mark only one answer for each question

0

1-5

6-10

11-20

21+

7. How many visits to a city park did you make last year?
•List the top three city parks you visited

________________ ______________ _______________
________________ ______________ _______________

•Which months do you visit city parks?

________________ ______________ _______________

•How often do you use city pathways?
Very

Somewhat

Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

15

30

45

Somewhat

Very

Unsatisfied

Unsatisfied

8. How satisfied are you with the number of city
parks?
9. How satisfied are you with the quality of city parks?
• Cleanliness
• Pathways
• Facilities
• Proximity to home or
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1

11. How would you rate the safety of city parks?

Very

Somewhat
Neutral

Safe

Safe

•Your physical safety

Somewhat

Very

Unsafe

Unsafe

•Lighting
•Traffic
•Maintenance
12. What could be improved upon in the city parks?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

13. Any further comments regarding Gillette parks?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Community Information and Involvement
City Website

Utility Bill Inserts

Press Releases

City Facebook/Twitter

14. Where do you receive City of Gillette information?
(check all that apply)

Strongly

Please mark only one answer for each question
15. City staff are friendly, professional & service oriented?

Agree

Somewhat
Agree

Neutral

Local Media

GPA/TV

Other (Specify)
Somewhat

Strongly

Disagree

Disagree

16. The City Council does a good job of listening to citizens
and responding to community priorities?
17. Any further comments regarding Gillette community information and involvement?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Streets
Please mark only one answer for each question
18. How far is your commute to work (one way) each day?

2-5

0-1
Very

Somewhat

Satisfied

Satisfied

Very

Somewhat

Safe

Safe

5-10

10-20
Somewhat

Very

Neutral

Unsatisfied

Unsatisfied

20+

19. How satisfied are you with traffic flow in Gillette?
20. How satisfied are you with arterial street conditions?
21. How satisfied are you with street signs & traffic signals?
22. How safe do you feel driving in Gillette?

Neutral

Somewhat

Very

Unsafe

Unsafe

23. How pedestrian-safe is Gillette?

24. Rate the city’s preventative maintenance efforts on

Excellent

Good

Neutral

Fair

Poor

city streets?
25.Rate the condition of your neighborhood streets?
26.Rate the effectiveness of the city’s snow removal?
27. What would you like to see in the future with the City of Gillette’s streets?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Very

Please mark only one answer for each question

Satisfied

28. How satisfied are you with water services?

Somewhat
Satisfied

Neutral

Very

Somewhat

N/A

Unsatisfied

29. How satisfied are you with electrical services?
30. How satisfied are you with sewer services?
31. How satisfied are you with billing/customer services?
32. How satisfied are you with trash pick up?

Mail it in

In person

33. How do you pay your City of Gillette utility bill?

Drop Box

Automatic Debit

Online

Pay by Phone

34. Any further comments regarding Gillette utilities?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

35. How would you rate your voluntary water conservation efforts?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

CAM-PLEX
Please mark only one answer for each question

3-5

1-2

Have not
visited
CAM-PLEX

6 or More

36. How often have you visited CAM-PLEX for events in
the past year?
37. How would you rate the CAM-PLEX facilities?

Excellent

Good

Yes

No

Neutral

Fair

Poor

38. How would you rate your experiences at CAM-PLEX?
39. Would you like to see more recycling at CAM-PLEX?
40. Any further comments regarding CAM-PLEX
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________

41. What would you like to see in the future at CAM-PLEX?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Very

42. How would you rate the importance of the 1% sales tax?

Important

Somewhat
Important

Neutral

Somewhat

Very

Unimportant

Unimportant

Drainage

Sewer

Water

Street Repair/

Parks

New Streets/

Social

Beautification &

43. Please rate the priorities for Optional 1% Spending

44. If you have children, how satisfied are you with local
youth programs and facilities?

Very

Somewhat

Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Somewhat

Very

Unsatisfied

Unsatisfied

45. If you’re not satisfied, why not?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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46. What services do you use at Gillette College?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________

Yes

No

47. Would you be willing to contribute tax funding to Gillette College for additional services?
48. Why or why not?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________
Very
Somewhat
Somewhat
Very

Likely

Neutral

Likely

Unlikely

Unlikely

49. How likely are you to stay in Gillette for college?

Trash Pick up/Yard Waste/Recycling

Yes

50. Do you participate in the City’s blue bag recycling program?

No

Very

Somewhat

Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Somewhat

Very

Unsatisfied

Unsatisfied

52. If you’re not satisfied, why not?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________

53. Any comments regarding the City’s blue bag recycling program?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________

54. What projects for conservation and recycling would you like to see implemented by the City?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

55. How do you dispose of your yard waste?

56. If you participate in the yard waste collection

City’s Yard Waste
Collection Program

Yard Waste
Drop Off Site

Mulch your lawn

Other (Specify)

Very

Somewhat

Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Take it to
County Landfill

Throw it out
with the trash

Somewhat

Very

Unsatisfied

Unsatisfied

57. If you’re not satisfied, why not?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________

58. If you participate in trash pick up, how
satisfied are you?

Very
Satisfied

Somewhat
Satisfied

Very

Somewhat
Neutral

Unsatisfied

Unsatisfied

59. If you’re not satisfied, why not?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________

Very

60. How satisfied are you with the

Satisfied

Somewhat
Satisfied

Neutral

Somewhat

Very

Unsatisfied

Unsatisfied

building permitting process?
61. If you’re not satisfied, why not?
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

62. How satisfied are you with the ePlans

Very

Somewhat

Somewhat

Very

Satisfied

Satisfied

Unsatisfied

Unsatisfied

submittal process/system?

Neutral

N/A

63. If you’re not satisfied, why not?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Other Questions
Please mark only one answer for each question

Good

Excellent

Neutral

Poor

Fair

64. How would you rate Gillette as a place to live?
65. How would you rate Gillette as a place to raise children?
66. How would you rate Gillette as a place to work?
68. What do you think should be the highest priority for Gillette in the next year?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

69. In 5 years?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________

70. What do you think should be lowest priority for Gillette in the next year?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________

71. In 5 years?
72. Any final comments?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Demographics
Please mark only one answer for each question

1-3

4-5

Full

Part

6-10

11-20

21+

1. How many years have you lived in Gillette?
Unemployed Unemployed

Retired

Student

2. What is your current employment status?
Some High High School Some
Graduate College

3. What is your highest level of education?

4. What is your age group?

5. What is your gender?

Less than
18

18-24

Female

Male

Single

Married

25-34

Currently
in College

35-44

Associates
Degree

45-54

Bachelors Graduate
Degree
Degree

55-64

65-74

Divorced/
Separated Widowed

Goldbucks Drawing Contact Information
The drawing for the Goldbucks certificates will be held at the August 6, 2012 Gillette City Council meeting
Please clearly print all information
First Name___________________Last Name_______________________________
Phone Number_______________________________________________________
Street Address________________________________________________________
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75+

